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A BST R.\ CT 

Using financinl distn:ss models to predict failure in advance is for most businesses 

absolutdy essential in thdr decision making process. Hence, this study involved a critical 

investigation in the applicability of the Allman (1968) [ -score models in predicting 

tinanciul distress in hotels owned by Kenya Tourist Development Compan) Tt!sting the 

modd in Kenyan context was important to determine the practical applicability and 

relevance of the model. lhe main objecti\e oftht! study was to test the Altman model in 

determining practical prcdicti\·e ability of failurt! in selected hotel companies. 

The sample companies were I 0 failed and 20 nonfailed hotel companies owned by 

KTDC from 1999 to 2003. The study employed an analysis of financial statements and 

derived the L-score of the sampled companies to test the predictive ability of the models 

in forecasting bankmplcy. The analysis utilized ratios, which are related to the model in 

the study. The results reported in the empirical study for total failed and nonfailed sample 

companies shows that the model is able to predict failure and non-failure amongst 

Kenyan companies in hotel industry. Therefore, the study concluded that the Altman 

bankn.Jptcy prediction model is justifiable to be applied to predict bankruptcy in Kenyan 

hotel industry. lienee, it is advisable to use these models in predicting failure in the non

manufacturing firms, especially in Kenyan context. 
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CHAPTER ONI~ : INTRODLCTIO:\ 

t. l Backg ro und 

One of the mo t significant threats for many businesses today, despite their size and the 

namre ofthci1 operations, is in~olwncy. According to Bruno & Leidcckcr (2001) no two 

experts agree on a delinition of business failure. Some conclude that failure only occurs 

\'.h~n a linn Iiles for some form of bankruptcy. Others contend thnt thcrc arc numerous 

lonns of orgttlll/:tllonal death, including bankruptcy, merger. or acquisition. Still others 

argue lhat failure occurs if the firm fails to mcet its responsibilities to the stakeholt.lcrs of 

tht! organi:ration, including employees, suppliers, th~ community as a whole, and 

customers, as well as tht: owners. 

Beaver (1966) dclined "l11ilurc'' as the inability of the firm to meet its maturing financial 

obligations. Operationally, a firm is said to have failed when any of the following events 

occur; bankruptcy, bond dcfitult, an overdrawn bank account, or the non-payment of a 

prt:ferred stock di\ idcnd. This definition of failure is shared by Altman (1968), Charktou 

(:WOO), ami a host of other researcht:rs. 

J ht: factors that lead businesses to fltilure \'ary. ~1any economists attribute this 

phenomenon to high interest mtes, recession squeezed profits and heavy debt burdens. 

Furthermore, industry-spccilic characteristics, such as government regulation and the 

nature of operations can contribute to a finn's financial distress. According to Brigham & 

(iapenski ( 1996) studies show that financial difficulties are usually the result of a serit:s 

of errors, misjudgments. and interrelated weaknesses that can bt.! attributed directly or 
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indirectly to management, nnd signs of potential linancial distress are generally evident 

before the linn actually fails. 

The altemati\·e.s for failing business as discussed by Moyer ct al. (200 I) arc: Voluntary 

or infonn.ll hasi!s: attempt to resolve its difficulties with the creditors, it can petition the 

courts for assistance ami formally declare bankmptcy (Formal) or the creditors may also 

petitton the courts. and this may result in the company being involuntarily declared 

bankmpt 

Altman ( 1993) states that voluntary bankruptcy is business failure, which is characterized 

by cessation of operation following assignment or bankruptcy, execution, foreclosure, or 

attachment; and those voluntary withdraw lea\'ing unpaid obligations, or have been 

invoh·ed in court actinns, and those voluntarily compromise \Vith creditors and result in 

losses to the creditors. It is also the bankruptcy itself, which is the fonnal declaration of 

bankruptcy through legal means to either liquidate its assets or attempt a recovery 

program. Economic failure means the realized rate of return on invested capital, with 

allowance for risk considerations, is significantly and continually lower than prevailing 

rates on similar im·cstments; 

Indeed, the need tor reliable empirical models that predict corporate failure promptly and 

accurate!) is unperative, in order to enable the interested parties to take either preventive 

Jr correcti\'e action. Over the years, statistical ratio models have been developed which 

detennine~ probability of bankntptcy within a certain period. These models are used to 

analyze a company's financial statements. A score is produced, which predicts the 

probability of insolvency within a certain period. A variety of models have been 
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developed in the academic literature using techniques such ns multiple discriminant 

anal) sis, logit, pro bit, recursive partitioning, hazard models, nnd neuml networks,( 

Bnmo, A.V. & Leidecker, J.K. 2001). 

According to Iassman et ul (1998), there are four types of bankmptcy prediction models 

based on 1inancinl statement ratios, cash flows, stock retums, and return standard 

deviations. Using the financial statement ratios, different approaches were developed to 

predict business ti1ilurc. 'lltcrc are three distinct types of models to predict bankruptcy: 

( l) statistical (multiple discriminate analysis [MDA), logit analysis, and probit analysis) 

models, (2) Gambler's ruin mathematical/statistical models, and (3) artificial neural 

network moclcls. 

Gambler's n1in model assumes that the finn has a givt:n amount of capital, K, and that a 

change 111 K is Z, which is random. Positive changes inK result from positive cash flows 

from operations. Under these assumptions the firm will go bankmpt if K I Z < 0. The 

capital K can be measured by either market or accounting values leading to different 

specifications (Laitinen 1995). Deakin (1977) used such an approach in his study. 

Most neural network studies in bankruptcy prediction centered on the comparison of 

performance (prediction accuracy) of neural networks and other methodologies such as 

discriminant analysis, logit analysis, genetic algorithms, decision tree, and others. A 

number of studies report that the pcrfonnance of neural networks is slightly better that of 

other teclmiques, but generally the results are contradictory or inconclusive. The first 

att~:mpt to usc ANNs to was made by Odom & Sharda ( 1990). A number of studies 

further investigated the usc of ANNs in bankruptcy or business failure prediction. 
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In spite of the 'aricty of models a\ ailable, both the business community and researchers 

often rely on the models developed by Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980). Both 

researcher~ and the business community typically use the original parameter estimates in 

spite of the fact that both models were estim~Hed with relatively small samples, using dnta 

that is now 30 to 60 ) ears old, and for a restricted set of industries. Altman's model was 

est: mated using 66 manufacturing !inns (33 banknapt and 33 non-hankrupt) over the 

years 1946 to 1965. Ohlson's model was estimated using 105 (2,058) bankrupt (non

bankrupt) industrial lirms from the period 1970 to 1976. The suitahility and performance 

of these motlds in the new millennium is an empirical question since there have hcen 

many changes in business contlitions since these models Wl.!re estimated. For example, 

there ha\'e been chunges to business practices. such as increased tolerance of debt 

tinancing, changes tn bankruptcy laws, and varying economic cycles. 

Thus the primary objective of this study was to test the practical applicability of Altman's 

(1968) bankruptcy prediction model to Kenyan hotel industry and in particularly to hotels 

owned by K.T.D.C considering the original parameter estimates of the Z score model. 

Sessional papt.!r No. 4 of 2005 on privatization of state corporations and investments 

earmarks the hotels owned by K.T.D.C for privatization in line with the Parastatal 

Reform and Privatization Policy on Allocation of proceeds of Privatization. The policy 

reqt~~res Development Finance Institutions such as K.T.D.C to sell mature investments to 

release the funds to tinancc new projects. The researcher wais therefore interested in 

finding out the potential of tht.!se hotels ahead of this process as this study will go a long 

way in helping all the concerned parties to this process. The main reason this study tested 

Altman's modd is hccausc the model is popularly used and publicly available. It is also 
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easy to understand and apply. The researcher was interested in finding out whether this 

model is nlso applicable to sen ice companies in Kenya, given that the modd was 

originally developed for manuincturing and retail companies. 

1.2 tatemcnt of the Problem 

In looking b.tck at the rt::asons cited by Beaver and Altman as to what constitutt::s the 

m01ivation and purpose for their research. it is amusing that this was driven mor~ by 

chance and convenience than by market demand. Given the volatility and uncertainties 

prevalent in the global economy. we \\Ould have expectt::d these issues to drive any study 

on corporate distress and failure. Perhaps the economic climate between the 1960's and 

that of the new millennium arc quite different. But, given tht.! high costs of financial 

fai lure and restructuring, the understanding of financial distrt.!ss and bankruptcy is as vital 

today as it would have been then. 

'\ccording to Dine (1992), the tourism industry is an extremely sensitive industry to 

fluctuations in demand though it is the number one foreign exchange earner for Kenya 

ahead of coffee and tea. The industry is a vital sector for the Kenyan economy as it 

contributes up to 5% of the Gross National Product. Tb~s performance of this sector 

should be evaluated continuously so that healthy returns are realized from the sector. 

Hotels are only a small fraction of the industry but of most importance as they are 

concerned with providing direct service. The hotel sector offers a perishable product in 

that the number of rooms rented tends to vary from weekdays to weekends and from 

season to season. This implies that forces outsidt! the control of management that affect 
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travel u ually ha\e an impact on hotel performance. For example, the Gulf War had a 

devastating impact on the trnvel industry and the hotel business in many countril!s. 

In 1998, due to the terrorist attack nnd bombing at the United States Embassy in Nairobi 

and the subsequent travel ban to Kenya by the l'S and Uritain, hotds in Kenya lost 

hundreds of billions of dollars in revenue and value. According to Wachira (2004), it is 

esumated that the impact of such an alert can be devastating if it is borne in mind that 

income from tourism-related industries drops by at least 70 per cent whenever such alerts 

are issued against countries thut arc dependent on revenue from tourism. African 

economics are sensitive to terror scares. In particular, the tourism-related service sectors, 

including airlines, hotels, entertainment, retail and restaurants, are affected as travelers 

cancel trips. \\'hen a travel warning is issued against a country that relics heavily on 

tourism, hotel occupancy rates drop significantly due to cancellations. This in tum leads 

to layoffs, not just of hotel employees hut also in other industries that rdy on tourists, 

such as art and cratt stalls. 

While some may argue that this attack was predicted in some ways, it was clear that due 

to the lack of research and understanding ofthe factors that trigger distress, the event had 

caught almost everyone by surprise. While the effects of the travel ban were 

unprecedented. the reality is that it clearly adversely affected hotels in Kenya. Though 

some were more aiTcctcd than others. clearly more had to be done to distinguish and 

regulate high risk activities. Ry 2003, the impact and effects of the travel ban and alert on 

Ken)a could still be seen on the Tourism industry. This was evidenced by mounting 

dt!bts. huge accumulated losses, poor cash flows and high levels of liquidation and 

failure. 
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In view of the pro\ en potential nnd scnsiti\ ity of the tourism sector, there is a need to 

vest gate whether the Altman model is applicable in order to assist development 

tinancial in titutions such as K.T.D.C who are direct players in the tourism industry to 

predict failure nccuratcly. This would help aven the consequence:s thnt would result from 

uch t usmcss failure. 'I he purpose of this research therefore, was to test the practical 

applicability of Altman's bankn1ptcy prediction model in forecasting business failure in 

the Kenyan hold industry. 

Kibandi I. N (2005) carried a research on failure prediction on insurance companies in 

Kenya. However, no study has been carried out in Kenya to forecast business failure in 

the hospitality industry. Thus this research helped in creating a new body of knowledge. 

1.3 Objecthcs of the Stud y 

·n1e objecti\'es of this study \\ere: 

• To test the practical applicability of Altman's bankruptcy prediction model in 

predicting failure in Kenyan hotel industry and in particular among the hotels 

owned by K.T.D.C 

• To investigate whether the model is useful in predicting bankruptcy for non

manufacturing firms, such as those in the hotel industry, as it is for predicting 

bankruptcy of manufacturing firms. 

IA Ju stification of the tudy 

hom a lender's point of viC\\, by having a better grasp of the factors affecting corporate 

d1srress and bankruptcy, firm specific risks can be determined. By more accurately 
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Identifying the factors that can drhc a company to distress and bankruptcy, lenders can 

evaluate firm financial positions more confidently. Chnrtkou CWOS) states that '"hile 

lenders nre concerned \\ith the burden of bad lonns nnd the premium value needed to 

under· ke t:,osc risks, borrowers want to borrow at lm\cSt possible mtes. As a result, this 

benefits the lender ftS they are able to ··price'' their investment to reflect the risks bornl!. 

K.T.D.C being a lender to the hospitality industry will benctit from the results of this 

study. 

'I he GL vernment on the other hand, will bcnetit from this study in that K.T.D.C is a state 

O\\ned enterprise. The funds K.T.D.C lends to investors in the hospitality industry are 

advanced to it by the Government ( Sessional paper No. I 0 of 1983 ). The government in 

such case is an indirect investor in the hospitality industry. This study will therefore go a 

long wny in assisting the government in evaluation and monitoring of their investments 

by applying the results or the study .Doing so ensures that the potential returns from 

it \t!Stments reflect the risks borne by investor. 

hom the point of \'icw of business managers, by understanding of the topic better, tht: 

insights pro,idcd exposes them to the challenges that lie ahead. Through proper planning 

and resource allocation, courses of action can he put into place. 
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C HAPTER T\\'0: LITERATL'RE UFVIE\V 

2.1 lntrudu(·tion 

In this chapter, the literatun: re;:vtew m relation to pa~t studies in corporate Htilurc 

prediction models is presented. The chapter gives the de1inition or financial distress and 

'Usmess fuilurc, causes of 1immcial distress, types of bankruptcies, the importance of 

bankruptcy prediction, and bnckground of the company under study. 

2.2 Bu inc '\ Failure 

I he definition of financial failure or bankruptcy is diverse, nnd it is not unifonn in the 

literature .. , he .tpplication of a general concept of insolvency that includes financial 

di:.tress presented hy Beaver (as cited in Laitinen and Laitinen, 2000) is the inability of a 

linn to pay its financial obligations as they mature. Beaver classified a company as failed 

hen any of the following events occurred: Bankruptcy, Bond defaults, an overdrawn 

hank account, or Nonpayment of preferred stock dividend. 

According to Altman (1993). based upon the critt!ria of the International Shoe decision, 

Blum stated one of the these three events constitutes failure: Inability to pay debts as 

they come d 1e, Entrance into a bankruptcy proceeding, or an explicit agreement with 

creditors to reduce deH:). Gilbert t!t al ( 1990) puts it best when she states that 

"Bankruptcy liling can be vit:\\ed as a strategic and voluntary response by management 

to financial prohlt!ms". So given the huge window of opportunity available to rectify the 

suuation and the high costs of bankruptcy, the high <.:osL of t~tilun! should provide reason 

L·nough fo r us to want to identify tht! situation early. 
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According to Flloumi and Gueyie (2001), when a finn's business deteriorates to the point 

where it cannot meet its financial obligations, the finn is said to have entered the state of 

financial distress. The first signals of distress are usually violations of debt covenants 

coupled with the omission or reduction of dividends. Entry into financial distress can be 

defined as the first year in which cash flows are less than current maturities' long-tenn 

Jebt As long as cash flow exceeds current debt obligations, the finn has enough funds to 

pay its creditors. The key factor in identifying firms in financial distress is their inability 

to meet contractual debt obligations. 

l'immons & Spinelli (2004) stated that external forces not under the control of 

management could increase the occurrence of financial distress. Among the most 

frequently mentioned are recession, interest rate changes, changes in government policy, 

mOation, the entry of new competition, and industry or product obsolescence. Most 

l:ause~ of failure could be found within company management. Although there are many 

l:ause ... of trouble, the! most frequently cited fall into three broad areas that is; inattention 

1•1 strategic issues such as misunderstood market niche, mismanaged relationships with 

:suppliers and customers, diversification into an unrelated business area, mousetrap 

myopi.t, the big project, and lack of contingency planning. Secondly, general 

management problems are lack of management skills, experience, and know-how, weak 

finance function, turnover in key management personnel, big-company influence in 

a~counting, and thirdly poor financial/accounting systems and practices are like poor 

1 ricing. overi!Xtl.!nsion of credit, and excessive leverage, lack of cash budgets/projections, 

poor management reporting, lack of standard costing, and poorly understood cost 

h<:havior. 
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Another reason of failure for commercial banks and tinancial in!ititution!i nrt! dcci:;ion

making problems in credit evaluation and their risk measun:ments due to the high level of 

rbk a!>:socimed \\ith \Hong decisions. Among th-.:st:, the important risks to deal with have 

been a world\\ ide stmctural incn:ase in the number of bankruptcks, more competitive 

margins on loans, anJ an increasing cost ~sociatcd with monitoring solvency in order to 

control the risks (Altman and Saunders, 1997; Wolf, 1995). 

Th-.: definition of financial distress, including bankruptcy, of this study resembles the 

definition of Altman. Financial distress is the cessation of operation, not payment of 

current obligations due to cash flow problems, the firm's total liabilities are in excess of 

total assets, and the formal declaration of bankn1ptcy. 

2.3 T h e Ca uses of Bu s iness Failure 

According to Bruno and Leideckcr (1988). research findings indicate that business failure 

results from definable causes and that an understanding of these causes can help prevent 

failure. Although bankruptcy may be caused by environmental or macroeconomic factors, 

most of the tame bankruptcy to the established and historically profitable firms is due to 

faulty managerial decision-making. 

Charnn and Usecn (2002) contend that causes of failure are in addition to acts of God, 

managerial error, relaxation due to success, acts of competitors, bad news is not welcome 

by CEO's, and overdosing on risk. The mam factors that can be associated with 

bankruptcy are economic recession, change in technology, and bad management. 

Busmesses can be under stress and the chance of failure may be increased due to a 

general recession or more localized declines in the econom1c environment. 
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AC'cording to orton ( 1989), the main factors that can be associated with bankruptcy are 

economic rcces~ion, change in technology, and bad management. Businesses can be 

under strc!)s nnd the chance of failure may be increased due to a gt:nerul recession or 

more localized dedines in the economic environment. New technology is another 

environmental Ji.tctor, which destroys the demand for old products or services; also the 

Jemographic nnd cultural trends may reduce demand. Govemmental regulation may 

affect competition. llowever, in the same circumstances, some businesses survive while 

others fail. 

Bruno and Leideckt.!r ( 1988) states that financial factors si1ch as inadequate cash Jlow, 

exce:>sive Jebt, or loss of creditor conJidence are attributed to bankruptcy in the finance 

literature. These are not the exact causes of bankruptcy, but they are the symptoms of 

decl ine and failure. [nitial under capitalization and assuming debt too early are the two 

important exceptions from the factors cited as reasons for failure of Jirms in the 1960's to 

the 1980's such as product timing, product design, inappropriate distribution or selling 

strategy, unclear business delinition, over reliance on one customer, problems with the 

,·enture capital relationship, ineffective team, personal problems, one-track thinking, and 

cultural/social filctors. 

According to Brigham and Gapenski (I 996) studies show that Jinancial difficulties are 

usuall) the result of a senes of errors, misjudgments, and interrelated weaknesses that can 

be attributed directly or indirectly to management, and signs of potential financial distress 

are generally evident hdorc the firm actually fi1ils.Ohlson ( 1980) identities four basic 

f 1ctors that afft.:ct the probability of !~lilurc (within one year): size, financial structure, 

protitabi lity, and liquidity. Rees (1990) suggests that there are many possible causes of 
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insolvency, including: low and declining real prolitability, inappropriate di\·crsi1ication. 

deteriorating Jinancial stntcturcs and inadequate control over working capital and failure 

to eliminate .tel ual or potential Joss-making activities. 

2A Types o f Bankruptcies 

The alternatives for failing business as discusst:d by Moyer et al. (2001) are: Voluntary 

or informal basis: attempt to resolve its difficulties with the creditors, it can petition the 

courts for assistance and fonnally declare bankruptcy (Formal) or the creditors may also 

petition rhe courts, and this may rt!sult in the compan) being involuntarily declared 

bankrupt. 

In the case of forced bankruptcy, which is initiated by creditors, the process requires the 

involvement of the civil authorities in the settlement of the credits. Schwartz ( 1996) 

summarizes that bankruptcy law enable::; the right of the creditors to collect, guarantee 

ratable distribution of asset value among creditors according to contractual priorities, and 

provide debt restructuring possibilities. In many cases bankruptcy is the action forced by 

creditors. However, some governments protect firms from forced bankruptcy. 

According to White ( 1996), the US discourage involuntary bankruptcy filings by 

requiring that three or more creditors together initiate an involuntary bankruptcy petition, 

where as European bankruptcy Jaws encourage any involved party or creditors, managers, 

members of the boards of dirt!ctors, workers' representatives, ami the bankruptcy court 

itself to initiate involuntary bankruptcy filings. 1 hereforc, the creditors only control the 

timing of the bankruptcy 
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Bamiv, Agarwal and Leach (2002) stated that follO\\ing bankmptcy filing event, the 

court confirm one of three possible final resolutions, namely, acquisition, cmergence or 

liquidation. If the fim1 is reorganized according to legal proceedings, there is ollt.·n a 

p;trtial liquidntion of assets with the surviving firm being diminished in sij'e. Rankruptcy 

also affects the 1inal outcome by transferring primary control from the owners to the 

creditors and the bankmptcy court. This is due to the firm l~tilure to be profitable, to tum 

around, and finally failure in linding an asset-preserving ability, which is seen as 

management failure. 

Altman ( 1993) states that voluntary bankruptcy is business failure, which is characterized 

by cessation of operation following assignment or bankntptcy, cx~::cution, foreclosure, or 

attachment; and those \'Oluntary withdraw lea\ ing unpaid obligations, or have been 

involved in court actions. and those voluntarily compromise with creditors and result in 

losses to the creditors. It is also the bankruptcy itself, which is the fom1al declaration of 

bankruptcy through legal means to either liquidate its assets or attempt a recovery 

program Economic failure means the realized rate of return on invested capital, with 

allowance for risk considerations, is significantly and continually lower than prevailing 

rates on similar investments; 

Hopwood et at. (1994) discussed three types of corporate failures, the first type includes 

companies whose failure occurs before they become established, the second type includes 

compames \\host! failure! is precipitated by a slide into insolvency and portended by signs 

of financial stress in the financial ratios, and the third indudes companies whose failure 

is sudden and with no apparent signs of financial distress. 
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2.5 Th e Importance of Bankruptcy Prediction 

/..avgrcn ( 1985) .stated thnt Beaver ( 1966) pioneered empirical research in business failure 

prediction using a univariate model. The approach used achie\'ed a moderate level of 

predictive nccurncy, although it had ccnain shortcomings t!Spccially a lack of integration 

ol the 'arious ratios. I.Ailt!r multivariate studies usually employed discriminant analysis. 

There are !'loth theoretical and practical re:tsons fi>r studying corporate fitilure and 

bankruptcy prediction. 0' Leary ( 1998) discuss-:d the imponance of bankruptcy 

prt:diction as . .. . . . bankruptcy probably is one or the most important business decision

making probkms facing predtction of auditors, consultants. management and go\'ernment 

pohcy makers". 

The crisis of business failure may make patterns visible that would be diflicult to detect 

under more normal circumstances. Also the stressful decision making environment may 

ha\e di fferent responses than those observed under more normal circumstances. 

Therefore, if certain patterns can be detected which appear to have predictably negative 

eflccts on corporate survival, that would be useful information for managers and 

investors, whether or not they were likely to l~tcc with corporate failure. Nowadays big, 

successful and promising companies are seen going bankrupt due to lack of prediction of 

lttture financial status. Charan ami Useem (2002) stated ·· ... each month seems to bring 

the sound of another giant crashing to earth, Enron, \VorldCom, Global Crossing, K-mart, 

Polaroid, Arthur Anderson, Xerox, Qwe!)t, they fall singly, they fall in groups, they fall 

with the heavy thud of employees laid off, families hurt, shareholders furious ... and not 

j ust any companies, but big, important, fortune 500 companies that aren't supposed to 

col lapse." 
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The lack of sound credit and evaluation policy may cause tinancial problems and even 

bankrup tC) . Shin and Lee (2002) mentioned that many linancial institutions arc paying a 

heavy p rice for their indiscriminate practices. and corporate bankruptcies have put several 

institutions on the brink of insolvenq. According to Timmons and Spinelli (2004) the 

obvious benefit or being able to predict crisis is that ownl!rs, employees, and significant 

outsiders, such as investors, lenders, trade creditors - and even customers- could see 

trouble brewing tn time to take corrective actions. 

2.6 C orporate Fai lur e Prediction Models 

Bankrup tcy prediction was a dominant theme in the study of business failure. In the 

formulation of bankruptcy predicting models, many variations of models have been 

proposed . Most of the cases discriminate between bankrupt and non-bankrupt fi rm!> over 

some pe riod before the firm status become known, and the accounting and fi nancial 

variables are then examined to determine whether they can classify the firms 

appropriatel y. According to Mossman et al., 1998, there are four types of bankruptcy 

prediction mode ls based on financial statement ratios, cash flows, stock returns, and 

return standard deviations. Using the financial statement ratios, different approaches were 

developed to predict business failure. rhere are three distmct types of models to predict 

bankruptcy: ( I) s tatistical (multiple discriminate analysis (MDA], logit analysis, and 

probit analysis) models, (2) Gamblcr·s ruin mathematical/statistical models, and (3) 

artificial neural network models. 
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2.7 T h e St ati s ti c~•! (Multiple Discrimina nt, Logit an d Probit 
A n a I y is ) 1\tl o d e Is 

Financial variables (ratios) are used to tc!)t multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) and 

logit models. llowe\'er, a!i M.lr-r..tolincro nnd Scrrano-Cinca (2001) stated, both logit and 

discriminant analysis require, before implementation, a selection of the variables that 

enter the modd, anc.J the selection or the final set of variables is complex, delicate and 

important. As summarized m bankruptcy prediction (available on-line at 

http:/lwww.solvency.com/bankpred), the multivariate statistical models are developed 

and refined by Lev (1974). Deakin ( 1972), Ohlson ( 1980), Taffler (1982), Platt & Platt 

( 1990) and llall and Young ( 1990), and almost all the traditional models have been either 

matched-pair multi-discriminate rnodds such as Altman's or logit models such as 

Ohlson's. 

2 . 7 . 1 B e :n c r ( 1 9 6 6 ) 

As summari.~cd by Altman ( 1993), Bcavcr defined fl1ilurc as the inability or a firm to pay 

its financial obligations as they mature. ·n1e sample was composed of 79 failed firms 

rl!presenting 38 ditTerent industries during the years 1954 to 1964. The classification of 

failed firms was according to industry and asset size. 

Beaver (1966) used 30 ratios, which are computed for each of five years prior to failure. 

"1 he criteria in selecting these ratios were: ( 1) popularity in the literature, (2) performance 

in previous studies, and (3) definition of the ratio in terms of a cash flow concept. Beaver 

~dt.:cted the following six \'ariables as best, based on the IO\vest percentage error for each 

group in the li\'e year period, (1) cash flow to total debt, (2) net income to total assets, (3) 
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current plus long-term liabilities to total assets, (4) working capital to total assets, (5) 

current ratio, and (6) no-credit interval. 

Beaver's empirical experiment was conducted in three major steps. First the comparison 

of mean value, which is referred as a profile analysis to indicate that it described the 

general relationships between failed and non failed firms. Here he found the anticipated 

uiflen:nces in the mean values for each of the six ratios in all five years before failure. As 

the year of failure approached, the average failed firm showed substantial deterioration. 

On the other hand the perf(lmtance of the average non failed firm was relatively constant. 

In the second step he performed the classification test using dichotomous prediction. 

After arranging the 30 ratios in ascending order for both failed and non fai led firms, 

Beaver found out the cutoff point that minimized the percentage of incorrect prediction. 

lkan!r concluded the cash flow to total debt ratio is the overall best predictor. Beaver's 

I ype I error (error in predicting bankrupt finn) was increased substantially as the number 

of years before failure increased from 22% to 47%, but the Type II error (error in 

preJicting non bankrupt firm) was fairly low and stable between 3 to 8%. Type I errors 

are more costly than Type II errors~ therefore a truly minimized misclassification rate 

should incorporate these differing costs. Beaver treated the costs of misclassification as 

being symmetrical and employed a priori probability of failure of .5. 

Beaver's most important contribution is that to suggest a framework for the evaluation of 

accounting data not merely for failure prediction. The major findings were financial data 

or accounting data subject to some important qualifications have the ability to predict 

1:1ilure for at least five years before failure. The important qualifications arc needed 
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bl!cause first not all ratios predict with the ·amc degree of accurncy. The other reason is 

higher level of success achieved predicting non-failure than failure, and finally financial 

mtios should be complemented by frequency distributions and likelihood ratios for 

dl!cision making purposes. 

2.7.2 Dc:tkin ( 1972) 

Deakin (1972) proposed an alternative business failure model to the ones developed by 

~..·tther Beaver ( 1966) or Altman (1968). Deakin considered Beaver's empincal results for 

the predictive accuracy and Altman's multivariate approach because of its intuitive 

tppeal. and to capture the best of both of these studies by employing the 14 ratios Beaver 

used and to search for the linear combination of these ratios with greatest predictive 

accuracy. Ilis analysis \\1lS based on 32 firms that failed bct\\een 1964 and 1970, and 

then each fai led finn \\i.ls matched v.:ith a nonfailcd firm on the basis of industry 

1.. assilication, asset size, and year of financial data . 

lknkin's 14 ratios that an! used on the classification result, using the cash 11ow-to-total

~.kht ratio is similar to that of Beaver ( 1966). The failed firms analyzed by Deakin show 

highly volatile movements in total debt compared to the monotonic upward trend 

observed b) Beaver. The cash flow, net income. and total debt have relatively stable 

mo\ cments for the non failed firms in both samples. 'I he classification error increased 

substantially when Deakin tried to reduce the number or variables. lie concluded U1at 

discriminant analysis could be used to predict business failures as far as three years in 

ad\'ance with a fairly high accuracy. Deakin suggested that further testing is required 
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before a conclusi\ c judgment about his model can be rcnderc:,J dut.: to the relatively small 

ample size. 

2.7.3 Edm i tcr (1972) 

Edmister's (1972) purpose was to de\'elop, test, and analyze financial ratios to predict the 

!Jilurt! of small business; those with a loan from the Small Business Administration. 

Included in the sample \\ere borrowers and guarantee recipients from the ~mall Business 

.-\dministratwn for the pt:riod 1954 to 1969. He analyzed 19 financial ratios, which were 

mportant in previous failure prediction studies. Edmister focused upon testing four 

hypotheses: A ratio's level as a predictor of small business failure, the three-year trend of 

a ratio as a predictor of small business failure, the three-year average of a ratio as 

predictor of small business failure, and the combination of the industry relati,·e trend and 

the industry level for each ratio as a predictor of small business failure. 

I ~Jmister de\eloped a se\ien-\'ariable, zero-one linear regression equation: 

z = 0.951 - 0.523 x, - 0.293 X2- 0.482 XJ + 0.277 x~ - 0.452 Xs- 0.352 x6-0.92-t x1 

\\here; 

Z =Zero-one dependent variable 

X,= Annual funds to Current liabilities 

X2 = Equity to Sales 

X3 =Net working capital to Sales, divided by RMA * average ratio 

X<t =Current liabllities to Equity, di,ided by RMA average ratio 

Xs = Inventory to Sales, divideu by RJ\1A average ratio 

X6 ==Quick ratio divided by the trend in R\1A quick ratio 

X7 =- Quick ratio divided by RtdA quick ratio and 
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R~ IA ratios are a\erage ratios for tinns in a similar industry and of similar size, as 

developed by Robert ~!orris Associates. ·111c model's classification result achieved 

.tccuracy of at least 90%. Using Z > 0.530 to detenninc non-failure and Z < 0.530 for 

failure, all of the failed firms and 86% of the nonfailed tirms were clnssilied correctly for 

au ovt!rall accuracy rate;: of 93%. Edmister found two useful points, dividing a ratio by its 

rc,pec ·tve industry average, and classifying ratios by quartilc.:s. 

2. 7 A Za vgrcn (1985) 

Za· grt!n ( 1985) used logistic regression (logit) techniques to generate a probability of 

titilurc ,ts a fi nancial risk measure, and to test the pattern of signilicance of the financial 

attributes in the models over a five year period prior to failure. lie analyzed a sample of 

45 fai led and 45 non-failed manufacturing firms, which filed during the I 972 to 1978. 

·1 he t~l i led and healthy fim1s are matched according to the industry code and total asset 

si:te. Tht:: concluding points by Zavgren is that the models estimated were found to be 

highly !;igni fie am at greater than the 99 percent confidence level in distinguishing 

bl.!tween fa iling and healthy Jirms over the five year period. The significance of the 

cod'ficJcnts fo r each of the v~riahlcs in the models was traced for each of the five years. 

r t! efficiency ratios \\ere found to have the most significance over the long run, which 

indicatl!d that eniciency in the utilization of assets is difficult to modify over the short 

run. Pw litability was not found to be a significant distinguishing characteristic. The 

negative coefficient and high .significance of the acid test ratio in later years would 

indicate that ability to meet current obligations is a very important factor in avoiding 

bankruptcy. The coefficients of the liquidity measure in earlier years and its negative sign 

indicate that the failing finn s were more interested in liquidity than productive 
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opportunities. Debt prO\cd to be n significant chatncteristic and wns consistently higher 

tor ailing than for healthy Jinns. 

:! 7.5 :\am .J inn (2000) 

Narn and Jinn (2000) applied the logit maximum likelihood estimator as n statistical 

technique for u sample of 46 non-financial listed firms from a variety of industries. They 

studied the predictive model of business failure using the sample of listed companies that 

''c:nl bankrupt during the period from 1997 to !998, when a deep recession driven by 

International ~fonctary Fund sanctions started in Korea. The me::asurc of finn's ability of 

scr\'ing short-term debts. interest expenses to sales and account rcccivable::s turnover ratio 

arc variables that comprise the prediction model. 

I h~.: 'I) pe I accuracy was 80.4% and the Type ll accuracy was 73%, and most of the 

Jirms that went bankrupt during the economic crisis from 1997 to 1998 had shown signs 

of financial distress long before the crisis, they concluded the crisis was not just a 

tcmpl)rary foreign exchangc crisis, but also a re)ult from poor perfonnance of Korean 

llnns over a long period. 

2.8 Ga mbl e r ' s Ruin l\fathcmaticai!S tati s tical Model 

(l,unbler's ruin model a!lsumcs that the firm has a given amount of capital, K, and that a 

ch.111gc in K ts I. ,., hich arc random. Po~itive changes in K result from positive cash 

llows from opet at ions. Under these assumptions thc lirm will go bankrupt if K t-Z < 0. 

"II .. capital K can be measured by either market or accounti.ng values leading to different 

speci fications 
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1.8.1 Deakin ( 1977) 

\ltman (1983) stated that Deakin extended hi:s 1972 analysis to a 1977 study building 

upon Libby's factor analysis contribmion to assess the impact, frequency, and nawre of 

l.mkruptcy misclassificntion. I lis purpose was to provide an indication of thl! frequency 

.md nature of misclassilication of nonfailing companies, and to compare auditors' 

orinions \\ ith the model's predictive ability. Deakin ·s sample consisted of 80 tirms 

r.mdomly st:k<.:tcd li·orn Moody's Industrial t-.1anual and matched only by year of data, 

and 63 failed firms, 32 companies from his 1972 study and 31 tirms from a 1974 study by 

Altman and \llcGough thutl~tilcd in 1970 and 1971. The live-ratio set dcri\'ed by Libby is 

l:omputed for the 143 lirms, using data two years prior to failure. 

Deakin analyzcJ 47 companies that went bankrupt form 1972 to 1974, as an alternative 

test of his model. 'I his is done to assess the model's accuracy with respect to a holdout 

s.tmple of .. hard-core" failures. The five variable-models correctly identified 39 of the 

failure. two yec.1rs prior to failur~. There was a misclassilication of one firm, and seven 

companies were itknti ticJ a~ in need of further investigation. 

Deakin (1977) modd is as follows: 

I =- J .369 + l 3.85SX1 + 0.060X2 - 0.60 IX;+ 0.396X_. + 0.19-'Xs 

When:. I = Overall index 

X 1 = Net income/ total assets 

X2 -Current assetsf total assets 

XJ = Ca. hi total assets 

x. - Current assets/ current liabilities 

Xs = Sales/ current assets 
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1.9 Artificial Ne ur a l \etworks 'lodcls (Ann's) 

Beginning in the late 19SOs, ncuml networks became the dominant research methodology 

tn artiticial intelligence; re!searchcrs actively applie! neural networks to classitic.ntion 

1 roblcms including bankmptcy prediction. Most newnl network studies in bankn1ptcy 

prediction centered on the comparison of performance (prediction accuracy) of neural 

networks ami other methodologies such as discriminant analysis. logit analysis, genetic 

algorithms. decision tree, and others. A number of studies report that the performance of 

neura l networks is slightly better that of other techniquc:s, but generally the results arc 

contradictory or inconclusive. 

' l11t: first attempt to usc A~'Ns to predict bankruptcy is made by Odom and Sharda 

( 1990) A number of studies further investigated the usc of Al\Ns in bankruptcy or 

business failure prediction Rahimian et al. ( 1993) tc:stcd the same data set used by Odom 

anJ Sharda ( 1990), using three neural network paradigms: back propagation network, 

Athena and Perception. Recent studies in artificial neural networks (ANNs) show that 

,\NNs are powerful tools for pattern recognition and pattern classification due to their 

t111lll inear nonparamctric adaptive-karning properties. 

Shah and Murtaza (200 I) stated that as the system require less storage, more robust to 

1, l'iC t>r missing datn, and have generalization ability, the neural systems arc much faster 

than conventional statistical approaches. They also argued that the statistical approach 

like discriminant analysis required assumptions. which are fairly restricti\'e because the 

< ~Jussinn distribution has to be assumed, and such assumptions might not he traceable to 

r~al world problems. On the other hand, using a neural network approach such 

assumption can be n\·oitkd since the application docs not-require Gaussian distribution 
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a umption~. They used a sample of 60 finns with six bankntpt and 54 non-bankrupt 

!inns. '"hich is successful in the prediction of 73% of all lim1s corr.::ctly. Eighty three 

percent of the sample of bankrupt tim1s nnd 72% of non-bankrupt lirrns were predicted 

accurately into respective categories in the fourth year or operations, anti they concluded 

that the model was successfully applied and improved current methodologies. 'lh!y 

su •gestcd that the mndd will have an immediate and practical applit:atton in the fields of 

accounting inlo mmtion systems, the state nnd national regulatory agencies, the banking 

ind tStf) and the sccurities market. 

2 .1 0 C ritici s m of Ratio Based ~Failure Prediction Models 

Robertson and Mills (1991) criticized the ratio-based failure prediction models. They 

commented on the problems encountered in meeting the strict mathematical standards of 

the e fa ilure predit:tion models and other such as the application of industry based models 

to c\'aluate companies in other industries, the validity of models in observmg trends, the 

vaiJ, lity of arbitrarily changing cut-off points, the validity of changing the specification of 

any of the ratios contained in the model, and the validity of using parts of a corporate 

Jl1ilure model for decision making during u company turnaround. I he models also do not 

copl! with fi n<!nctal thcoril!s, as they arl! concerned with inadequate data in the form of 

linancial ratios, and the models arc offered without detailed operating instructions. l hey 

!)uggested an alternative neural pn.:Jiction model, which is based on a new approach to 

fundamental ratio nnalysis, allowing the researcher to examine ratios acros'i calculating 

di I fcrent JllCans, the calculation of a misclassitication and the calculation of a year-to

year change fac tor. 
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2.11 Edward Altman's Z- core 

( hu\'akhin and Gcnrnenian (2002) discussed the critical breakthrough in bankruptcy 

prediction cnmc in 1968 when Edward Altman decided to abandon the search for a single 

ratio nml bui lt a comprehensive, statistical model using a technique called multiple 

dt.)criminant analys is. He stated that Altman conducted three subsequent tests, 86 

compames that had gone bankrupt in 1969-1975, II 0 in 1976-1995, and 120 in 1997-

1999. 1 hen he recommended a lower cutoff of 1.81 and tteating Z-scores between 1.81 

ar d 2.6 75 as a "gray area" or "ignorance zone." A company in the ignorance zone means 

11 ,·company in question has a chance to go bankrupt. Interestingly, Altman found that in 

I <>99. 20 percent of C.S. industrial firms referenced in Compustat data tapes had Z-score 

be ow 1.81. In other words, the unusually high incidence of bankruptcy in 2001-2002 was 

to oe expected. 

According to Altman ( 1993) the initial sample was composed of 66 corporations with 33 

firms fa tled and 33 firms non-failed groups. The bankrupt group was manufacturers that 

lilcd a hankruptcy petition under chapter X of the national bankruptcy act of the U.S. 

from 1946 through 1965. 'lbe aim was to examine a list of ratios in period tin order to 

make pn:dictions ahout other firms in the following period (t + 1 ), but this was not 

po sr ble due to data limitations. 

'J i i! sam ple's mean asset size was $6.4 million, with a range of between $0.7 million and 

S .2~ 9 mill ion. Due to the industry and size differences, there was a careful selection of 

non-bankrupt firms. Group 2 consists of a paired sample of manufacturing firms' chosen 

on a slrati lied random basis. The firms were stratilied by industry and by size, with the 

assl.!t ~ize range restricted to between $1 and $25 million. The mean asset size of the 
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tinns in Group 2 ($9.6 million) was slightly greater than that of Group I, but matching 

exact asset size of the two groups seemed unnecessary. Finns in Group 2 were still in 

.:xistcnce in 1966. The data collected were from the same years as those compiled for the 

bankmpt firms. For the initial sample test, the data were derived from financi81 

~tatements dated one annual reporting period prior to bankruptcy. 

I'he data were derived from Moody's Industrial Manual and selected annual reports. The 

.1veragc lead-time of the financial statements was approximately seven and one-half 

months. Balance sheet and income statement data were coilected for the firms selected . 

. \s large number of variables found to be significant indicators of corporate problems in 

past studies, a list of 22 potentially helpful variables (ratios) are compiled for evaluation. 

Grice and Ingram (2001) stated that Altman compiled a list of 22 financial ratios and 

Llassificd each into one of five categories - liquidity, profitability, leverage, solvency, 

and activity. 

The ratios were not selected on a theoretical basis, but rather, on the basis of their 

popularity in the literature and Altman's belief about their potential relevancy to 

bankruptcy. There were also few new ratios included in the analysis. The cash flow to 

debt ratio, which was the best single predictor in the study of Beaver study (1967), was 

uot considered because of the lack of consistent and precise depreciation data. As 

discussed by Altman (1993), the five variables were selected from the original list of 22 

'ariablcs, which were doing the best overall job together in the prediction of corporate 

bankruptcy. 
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The profile did not contain nil of the most significant variables measured independently 

as this would n(lt necl.!ssarily impro\e upon the univariat~, ttaditional analysis described 

e rlier rhe tina! discriminant function is as follows: 

I. = 0.012X, + 0.0 l-'X2 + O.O.HX3 + 0.00(>X_. + 0.9•>9X5 

Where: X,= \\Orking capital/total assets, 

X2 = retained cnrnings/total assets, 

X3 = earnings heforc.~ interest and taxes/total assets, 

X., - market value equity/book value oftotalliabilities, 

Xs sales total assets. and 

Z- overall index. 

Xl, \Vorldng C<tpitalffotal Assets (WCf fA) 

The work ing capital/total assets ratio is a measure of the nl.!l liquid assets of the firm 

relative to the total capitalization. Working capital is the difference between current 

assets and current liabilities. Here, the liquidity and size characteristics are explicitly 

considered. Altman (1993) explained the logic behind this mtio as a firm expcriencing 

consistent operating losses will have shrinking current assets in relation to total assets. 

~2, Retained Earningsffotal Assets (RE!rA) 

Retained earnings is the account \\hich rt:ports the sum of past year's profit or losses of a 

lirm over its en lire lite. Altman ( 1993) noted that the retained earnings account is subject 

to change v1a corporate quasi reorganizations and stock dividend declarations. While 

tl .:se occurrences arc not evident in the study, it is conceivable that u bias would be 
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created hy a suhstantinl reOtgani:t..ation or stock di\ idcnd and appropriate H:adjustmcnts 

that could be made to the accounts. 

XJ, I:a rning' hefun· Interc~t and T:t\csf l'ota l .\'I 'ICt\ (EBIT/"1 .\ ) 

rhis ratio 1s the 1inn's carnmgs power from the imcstment on assch with~.>ut the 

intluencc of taxes aml intcr~sl. 'I his is useful to compare lirms in different tax situations 

and different degrees or linancial le\ cragc. Since u firm's ultimate existence is based on 

the earning power of its assets, this rulio appears to be particularly appropriate for studies 

dealing '' ith corporate l~tilure. Insolvency in a hankmpt sense occurs when the total 

liabilities exceed a fair valuation or the firm's assets, in which the value is determined by 

the earning power of the assets. 

X4, Marl<.ct Vnluc of Equity/llool< value ofTotal Liabilities (MVEfTL) 

The market value of equity is the market price of common stock share multiplied by the 

number of common shares outstanding. The liabilities include current and long-term 

liabilities. The measure shows how much the firm's assets can decline in value, measured 

by market value of equity plus debt, before the liabilities exceed the assets and the firm 

becomes insolvent. Altman ( 1993) stated that this mtio adds a market value dimension, 

''hich other failure studies did not consider. 

\ .,,. ale rrotal Asset (Sfr .\ ) 

This ratio is a measure of a firm' s use of its total resources to generate sales and it is a 

:summary measure inlluenced by the asset management ratios. Altman stated tl1at this 

final ratio is Important because it is the least significant ratio on an individual basis. In 
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fact, based on the statistical signilicance measure, it would not have appeared m all. 

HO\\C\er. because of it unique relationship to other variables in the model, the sales/total 

.tsseh ratio ranks second in its contribution to the overall discrirninming ability of the 

model. 

Many ind i vidu.tls found that a more corwenient speci li'ation of the Altman's model is of 

the li.1rm : 

Z = 1.2Xr + 1 AX2 + 3.3X3 + 0.6X.a t- I.OX5 

Using this formula ncl'lls inserting the more commonly written percentage, fClr example, 

0. 10 for I 0%, for the first four variables (X1 - Xt) and round the last coefficient off to 

equal 1.0 from 0.99. 'I he last variable continues to he written in tenns of number of 

rmes The score for individual firms and related group classification and cutoff scores 

remain identical. 

.\ltman (1 993) performed an fo-test to test the individual discriminating ability or the 

variables. This test rdatcs the difference between the average values of the ratios in each 

group to the variability (or spread) of values of the ratios within each group. I Je stated 

that one useful technrque in arriving at the final variable profile is to dett.:rmine the 

relath c contri bution of each variable to the total discriminating powc..:r of the function. 

The relevant stati stic obscrvc..:d is a scaled vector Since the actual variahlc measurement 

units are not all comparable to ea~.:h other. simple ohservation of the discriminant 

coeilicients is mislcalling. 

1 he logic behind the high negative corrdation in the bankrupt group discussed by Altman 

is that as fi rms su rtcr losses and deteriorates toward failure; their assets are not replaced 
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as much as they were in healthier times. Also, the cumulative losses have further reduced 

the as ct size through debits to retniucd earnings. Brigham & Gapenski ( 1996) discussing 

the practical applicability of Altman's model stated; the rnodd has been used by Salmon 

Brothers, ~ 1organ Stun ley, and other investment banking houses to appraise the quality of 

junk bonds used to finance takeovers amJ leveraged buyouts. 

2.12 Ho~p i ta li ty In d us try 

Accordtng to Go and Pine (1995), th~ hotd industry is a major sector of the tou rism 

industry, which, in tum, is one of the most rapidly expanding fields in the service 

industry. It is vay capital intensin! industry \\hich requires a huge capital base for an 

investor to start operations in this industry hence implying that such investor's source for 

L \temal funding. According to the world travel and tourism counci l cwri C), travel and 

tourism has become the leading economic contributor. to the world and national 

economies in terms of gross output, value added, capital investment, employment, and 

t \ contributions. But travel and tourism are far from being recognized as such in most 

countries around the world. Because it caters to the accommodation nel.!ds of the ·away 

fro m home mnr ket', the hotel industry is of central importance to the development of 

travel and tourism. 

Dune (2004) states that the evolution and performance of the contemporary hotel industr) 

has been shaped by n set of economic characteristics. These characteristics are that it is n 

labor intens ive industry with an emphasis on personal scrvrce, to provide quality service 

t.. 1plo)ees in the industry have to be properly trained, motivated and supervised. Though 

it is costly, training is a necessity because the ·moments of truths' or the impressions, 
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both positi\e and negative, an employee makes on the guest have n direct influence on 

\\ hethcr the guest will return. The hotel industry is an extremely competitive industry. 

The consequences of overbuilding and excess capacity have produced inh.!nsc 

competition. In addition, the globali'llllion process has increased the number of 'players' 

in the hotel industry and significantly increased competition in many markets. It is an 

industry which is extremely sensitive to fluctuations in demand. 

The hotel industry offers a perishable product in thnt the number or rooms rented tends to 

vary from \\eckdays to weekends and from season to season. I Jotds serve both business 

and pleasure travelers. This implies that forces outside the control of management that 

affect travd usually have an impact on hotd pe1fonnance. for example, the Gulf War 

had a de\'astating impact on the travel industry and the hotel business in many countries. 

The curtailing of business travel and entertainment during a rcccss10nary period typically 

has adverse effects on the expenditt1rcs on hotel room, food and beverage expenditures 

and therefore hotel profitability, (Dune 2006). 

In general, u stable and expanding economy tends to influence hotel performance 

positively. Conversely, rising inflation causes expenses for labour, energy, and 

construction to increase and profit margins to erode, especially when the hotel is unable 

to raise room ruks proportionately due to prevailing market conditions. 

2.13 K enya Tourist Development Corporation 

Kenyan Touri~t Development Corporation (K I DC) is one of the six state corporations 

under the Ministry or Tourism. ft was created in Kovcmber 1965 through an Act of 

Parliament. Cap. 382 of the laws of Kenya, (J'he Kellya Tourist Development Act) 
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\c~ tion 3 of the Act states the core mandate of the Corporation as that of securing the 

investigation, formulation and carrying out of projects fur developing the tourist industry 

in Kenya, carrying on undertakings which appear to the corporation to be needed for or in 

connection with the promotion or exp<msion of new or existing enterprises and to assist 

other authorities or persons either financiaiJy or in nny other way to perform any function 

that is ernpO\vered on them. 

In 1983 under the sessional paper No. I 0, tht: Government of Kenya identilied the main 

constraints to human development as poverty, disease, and ignorance and consequently 

issued a directivc to the Corporation to set up hotds in all regions in the country with an 

aim to open up these regions and provision of employment to the locals in those regions. 

This necessitated the Corporation to invest in holds all across the country by building 

such l.otels and running its operations unti l such a time when these hotels could be able to 

nm independently. The Corporation also undertook selective financial participation in 

aviation, tour and travel operations and other tourism enterprises through provision nf 

\enture capital. This was aimed at creating employment opportunities, distributing 

tourism benefits and increasing foreign exchange earnings hence alleviating poverty 

while maintaining commercial viability and sustainability. 

As indicated in the Government's Economic Recovery Strategy for Wealth and 

I:rnployrnent creation 2003-2007 and the letter of Development Policy, the Corporation 

was formed as a specialized development financwl institution, to provide financing to 

inves! 'lrs in the tourism industry. This was necessitated by the fact that Kenya obtained 

independence in 1962 and as a newly independent country; there was need to rapidly 

develop the industrial, agricultural, and tourism sectors. K.T.O.C would thus be an 
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instrument of choice to nccdcmtl! long term investments, nchievc economic growth and 

create emplo) mcnt in the tourism industry as envisioned in the national development 

plans. At 1hc lime of fom1ation of the Corporalion, 1he financial sector tradcJ in 

tradilional conuncrcial banking activities that did not support long term investment in 

national development. 

K.-: .D.C was therefore created as a major de\'clopmcnt conduit for the Government in 

long term project financing in Kcnya. The Government being the major shareholder of 

the Corporation has enabled the Corporation to provide project finance on soft terms. 

Ini lially, this was being done through rumual budgetary allocations to the Corporation 

however this ceased in J 980/81 financial year thus allowing the Corporation to run 

independently on its internally generated funds as cited in Sessional paper No. I 0 of 

1983. 

In pursuit of the above outlined mandate and as sl.tled in its service delivery charter, the 

corporations operations are organi1ed into loan and equity financing. These are 

opera1ionaJised through: revolving loans Programme whose objective is to provide 

concessional credit to entrepreneurs within the tourism sector by offering loans on a 

maximum amount of Kshs. 10 million over a maximum loan term of I 0 years at reduced 

rates of interest, Commercial Loans Programme where loans are advanced to new or 

t:xisting tourist enterprises at commercial rates of interest , for a maximum period of I 0 

)Cars for any amounts over Kshs. 10 million to a maximum of Kshs. 50 million and 

Equity financing in form of joint partnerships where the Corporation can invest up to a 

maximum of 25% of the total project cost. Partnership can be formed by teaming up in 

joint ventures or strategic alliances with prospective investors. The Corporation also 
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pro\ ides ad\ isory services to tourism sector enterprises at competitive prices. The 

scr\ ices rnnge from preparation of feasibility studies, business evaluation and provision 

of market trends, (Dine 2008). 

According to Dine (2008), the Corporntion has provided loan financing to nearly 200 

rourism related facilities in various regions across the country. In doing this and 

con'i denng the volatility of the tourism sector in the economy, the Corporation has faced 

challenges of defaull on repayments of these loans kading to huge amounts of bad debts 

incurred on both Commercial and Revolving h md Programmes. As per treasury 

invc:.tment guidelines of foebnmry I 99 I, the Corporation is responsible for these bad 

debts. lienee the need for the Corporation to determine an effective model that can be 

used to predict the possibility of failure of rnese business that are financed by them. The 

Altman prediction modd if tested to be effective in predicting business failure could be a 

useful tool to be used by the credit manager in evaluating the perfom1ance of the hotels 

that have been financed by the Corporation. 

2.1-t Conc lu sion 

Sinct: the pioneering works of Bl!aver ( 1966) and Altman (I 968), a lot of research has 

been conducted to try and understand corporate bankwptcy. Despite the large volume of 

research on the topic however, findings from the studies have proven to be inconsistent 

and tnconclusive. Furthermore, as most research had focused their studies on 

understanding and predicting corporate bankruptcy, I ittle effort has been paid to 

understanding corporate financial distress. For researcher~, a common reason often cited 

to explain this is due to the unavailability of any conststcnt measure of what defines 
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corporate distress. From the review, most of the studies arc bused on the original findings 

of Altman as such showing that the Altman model is very popular among researchers. 

The works or Oeavcr and Altman are continually cited by contemporary researchers as 

the basi.s of their own studies. And with the spurt of interest created and generated, 

academicians and contemporary researchers use it as a foundation to develop, create, and 

identifY newer and more accurate approaches to understanding and predicting corporate 

bankruptc.y. Review the literature shows that the factors that differentiate healthy and 

distressed tirms mainly centers on their levels of liquidity and profitability. Another 

important characteristic found to differentiate between healthy and potentially distressed 

firms is given by their levels of profitability. Firms with better profitability are often seen 

as being better managed. There is need for more research on the applicability of financial 

ratios as predictors of corporate failure in order to find out whether these characteristics 

found to di fferentiate healthy and distressed firms are as identified. 
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CHAPTE R THREE: RF.SE .\R C II l\1ETIIODOLOG Y 

3.1 Introduction 

.\s d1.scusscd b} Mouton (200 I), research methodology focuses on the research process 

and the kind of tools and procedures to be used . This chapter outlines the research design 

that ts suitable to the mYesrigation, the target population, the research sample, data 

collection. and statistical test applied in the study. 

3.2 Research Design 

Research design is defined by Weiman and Kruger (2000) as a plan according to which 

research participants (subjects) are selected in order to collec t information. The cri tical 

significance of the $research design is to hold all the parts and phases of the enquiry 

together. The research design tries to answer questions like what kind of study to be 

done, and what study type will best answer the research question. 

The resea rch design choice of this study was quanti tative, wh ich focused on determining 

the relationship between one thing (an independcnt variable) and anothcr (a dependent or 

outcome variable) in a population. The independent variable undcr study within this 

research comprised of 5 tinancial ratios as stated in the Altman's model. The dependent 

variable was the financial classification of the hotels owned by K.'I.D.C. Firms were 

ether classi fied as normal healthy companies or distressed companies. 

Thl! sample period under study was from 1999 to 2003.This sample period was chosen 

for the reason that the terrorist attack at the United States Embassy in Nairobi in 1998 

severely impacted most hotels in Kenya. Given the unusual occurrence, the researcher 
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begun with data from 1999 to ensure that the broad ranging effects of the terrorist .tttack 

\\ere minimized. 

3.3 Target Population 

Tbe target population for this resc::arch was comp.mics listt:d ut K.T.D.C's data base. The 

sample consisted of both liquidated companies (where the host-company suffered loss~.:s 

as a result of the liqui<.lations), and companics that arc still active and financially hcalthy. 

3A amplin g Procedure 

Emory and Cooper (1995) defines two methods of' survcy sampling namely: the 

conventional s.tmplc, wl1t:reby a limited number of ekments smaller than the chosen 

population are chosen (typically randomly) in such a manner as to accurately represent 

(without bias) the total population and the cc::nsus approach, where an attempt is made to 

~un·c) every clcmt!nt within the populution. For the purposes of this research, a sample 

was chosen from an existing datahase of the host compJny, of companies that have been 

liquidated over the last six years as well as companies that are still operating and arc 

consi<.lered as non-t~tiled organizations. Tht! data sample consisted ten (1 0) companies 

that f~tikd or experienced financial distn.!ss between 1999 and 2004 and twenty (20) 

health} companies. !1oth samples were companies in the same industry sector but 

dtffercnt stze and turnover lev~.:ls. The research employed a paired sampling design when! 

samples were paired according to their size and turnover levels. Beaver realized that 

'~hile a paired design sample selection methodology mitigates the disruptive in11uence of 

asset size and industry, its use would also virtually eliminate any predictive power these 

factors might have had. 
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3.5 Da t a Co ll ecti o n 

A list of liquidated and hc.tlthy companies was identi lied fi·om K.T.D.C data base and is 

as listed in Appendix A allnched. The dat.t on each of these companies was obtained from 

he K.T.D C's database ami used in the analysis. This was the preferred method since it 

was t ilought to be a faster and cheaper method of obtatning inf(mnation. In addition it 

was t'lnsidcred more co::;t effecti\'e to obtain infom1ation by visiting the Corporation 

instead of the hotels which are located in various parts of the country. 

To achieve the objectives of this study, the data required were those of the discriminating 

variables that included: Working capital, Retained earnings, Earning before interest and 

tax, Equity as well as Total assets and Total book debts as derived from the annual 

Jinancial statements of the companies. 

3.6 D a ta An a lys is 

The method of data analysis used was the same as that used by Edward I. Altman in 

developing the Z score model. The financial statement figures were subjected to the Z 

s~ore test using the Altman's Z score discriminant model. This meant calculating the Z 

score for each and every firm. For each of the variables the mean was calculated for all 

the tirms in the sample, that is, all firms' X1 mean was calculated and this was done for 

all the other variables. Tht:! F- test value was then computed to determine whether the Z 

score test would indicate a difference between the bankrupt and non- bankrupt hotels. 

The accuracies of the models z-score was calculated by dividing the number of firms 

C.l rrectly predicted by the total number or firms in the sample. 
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The hscri1ninant function used in data nnnlysis v.as as follo\t.s: 

Z = 1.2XI · IAX2 -t 3.3X3 + 0.6X.a r l.OXo; 

Whe:-e, Xt = Working Capitalfl'otal Assets (\VC/I'A). 

X2 Retained Earnings/Total Assets (RI~TA). 

X3-Earnings Before Interl.!st and raxes:rotal Assets (EBIT!l'A). 

X... Book Value of Equity/Book Vnlue of Total Liabilities (MVE/TL). 

X5, Sale~ Total AsscLs (S lA). 
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C li.\PTER FOL R: DATA A:\..\ LY. IS AND I~ E. ULTS 
I~TFnJ>RETATIO:\ 

4.1 Intro du ction 

This (.hapter is devoted to the testing ot .'\ltrnan 's ( 1968) model to its pnlCttcal prcdit.twn 

ability. The research question is whether the modd is also applicable to companies in 

hotel industry in Kenya, given that the model was originally dcveloptd for manufacturing 

nd retail companies. Tht! test of the applicability of the model using a sample of 30 

companies in Kenyan hotel industry as listed in Kenya Tourist Development 

Corporation's database is described. In this part of the study, the most important ratios 

developed by Altman are calculated, the individual firms' z-scores are derived ami the 

results arc presented. 

n1e Altman's L score equation was applted as follows: 

Z=1.02X 1 + O. l.tX2 • 0.033X3 + 0.006X-1 + 0.999 Xs, 

\Vbere· 

Xt = Working C.tpital to Total Assets 

x2 = Retamcd Earnings to Total Assets 

x, = Earnings Before Interest and Taxes to Total Asset 

x., = Value or Equity to Total Book. Debt 

Xs = Gross Earnings to Total Assets 

fhe decision rule was that: I or Z<l.81: nankruptC) rcg1on, fo r 1.81 <..L,..->2.675 : lligh 

bankruptcy potential. for 2.675<2 .... 2 .99: Low bankruptcy potential and for /..>2.99 

Stron~ "\So sign of bankruptcy at all. 
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U::;ing the final year ~odlicicnts to predict bankmptc) based on data bcf<lle the tina! yenr 

has the ad\·antage of requiring data gathered for only onl! year ror the matching firms. 

Th1s 1s based on the assumption that the relationship between tht! variables is stab!~:! over 

t me, which may not he logical. Following tht! pattern of changes in the variables ovc1 

tune may be useful in understanding the decline process. Therefore, in this study, the 

binomial statistici.ll technique is applied to test the predictive ability of the models on data 

available up to live years before bankruptcy for both Htilcd and nonl~tilcd companies, and 

the analysis is repeated for each year. The raw data used to calculate the coefficients and 

the calculation of the Altman model is shown in Appendix B. 

4.2 Data Analysis 

l he prediction results of the modd to the sample of failed and non failed companies arc 

discussed below. The empirical results are evaluated and presented using: the sample 

containing only failed companies, the sample containing only nonfailed companies and 

the sample containing both failed and nonfailed companies. In the following discussions, 

N is used to indicate the number of sample companies. As in real \\'Odd the failed 

proportion is smaller thnn the nonfailcd companies, the failed to nonfailcd test proportion 

used is 0.2& to 0.72. I 1 rders to the I -score one year prior to bankmptcy (to failed) or the 

results for the financ1al year 2003 (to non failed). \\ hlle / 5 rcft:rs to tht! /,-score tive years 

prior to failure or the /,-score for the financial year I 999. The summary of Z score 

calculations is shown in Appendix C. 
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-L2 . 1 nal y sis of Failed Comp~1nic · 

Table 4.1 discusses the classilication result of failed companies using the Allman's model 

/-score while table 4.2 depicts the classifictttion results for each company o\'cr the years. 

The model seems to be working in pn:dicting tlu: r:tiled companies accurately. 'I he 

accurate classification results lor: one year financial statement prior to failure is 90 

percent, T\\o years is 90 percent, Tluec years is 88 percent, Four years is 86 pt!rcent, Five 

~ear i~ 75 percent, and the avt!rage accuracy result for the the years is 86°/o. These n;sults 

shov. that even though the accuracy rnte is slightly lmver than the original results 

achieved b} Altman, the 90 percent prediction rate is convincing to say the model is 

fairly accurate to predict bankruptcy. The declining rate shows the model's predictive 

abi lity reduces as failure becomes more remote. The overall average (86 percent) is good 

enough to conclude the Altman model is classifying reasonably the sample failed 

companies 

Ta bl e ~ . 1 -- -
Fa i I e d Co n.!..E.!!_ n i c s P r e d i c t i o n 

f---
Category N Obscncd Pron. --

I Group I < 2.675 9 .90 

Group 2 > :!.675 I .10 
Total 10 I .00 ·- -z 2 Group I <· 2.675 9 .90 

Group 2 > 2 675 I .10 

Total 10 1.00 
z ... J Group I < = 2.675 7 .88 

Group 2 > 2.675 I .12 
Total 8 1.00 

z4 Group I < = 2.675 6 .86 
Group 2 > 2.675 I .14 

Total 7 100 

z3 Group I < = 2.675 3 .75 

Group 2 > 2.675 I .25 

Total ,, 1.00 
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1 a b l e -t. 2 : C 1:• s i fi c a t io n R c' tllf o f t h c Fa i I c d Cu m p ~• n i c' 0' c r the 
\ can 

I - --· \ c:tr \' ca t· Yea r Year Yc<t r 
~ample Compani es I 2 3 .. 5 

1 \1ilimani Hotel 0.116 1.559 1.337 1.559 -
2 Kabamet Hotel 1.0·1·1 1.137 1.'171 1.471 3.013 

3 . 1em t\.lulika lougt! 2.067 2.11~1 - - -
-l. African tours&. holds Lid 0.673 2.134 - - -
5 \1t. Elgon Lodge 0.653 0 799 1.591 1.233 1.646 

6 Solar Hotel (2.117) (0.841) (0.811) - -
7 Buffalo springs (12.321) (11.147) (11.147) (6.916) (6.936) 

Cla~si ficd 

Correctly 

Correctly 

Correctly 

Correctly 

Correctly 

Concctl) 

CorreCt!) 

8 \ltarsabit Hotel 2.838 3.003 3.003 3.192 - Incorrectly 

9 .Church Road Development 0 110 0.044 0.014 0.131 0. 131 Correctly 

10 Kitut Tounst I lotel (9.088) I ctt.o8o) (9.088) (9.802) - Correctly 

I 
Kabarnet Hotel Ltd. is a subsidiary of KTDC with a shareholding of 98%; it was started 

in 1969 with a purpose of running a hotel in Kabarnet town. The score is well below the 

acceptable level of2.60 in all the years. The Z score predicted the company's insolvency 

accurately. 

l\leru Mulika Lodge was started in 1969 and located in Meru National park. It is an 

ir ,·estment by KTDC in collaboration with Kenya Wildlife Services. The financial 

statements for the lodge for yl!ars 5 to 3 prior to bankruptcy wen! not available. The I 

-, ' rc correctly classified the lodge as failed. 

African Tours and Hotels Ltd. is a subsidiary or K'l DC, with KTDC holding 53°/o or its 

total sharebolding. The mandate of the company was that of managing several hotels 

wi thin Kenya. The Company failed in 2004 and thus the modd predicted correctly its 

status. 
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M t. Elgon lodge 1s a subsidiary company of KTDC with a sharcholding of 73 percent. 

The lod ge was started in 1969 \\ ith its location at Mt. Elgon National park in Western 

Kenya . The Z score of the company deteriorated year to year and prcdich.:d correctly the 

status of the lodge. 

TI1e Solar llotel is a company that was registered in Kenya in the year 1998 and is 

involved in operating a hotel in Kistm1u T own. The company did not maintain annual 

fi nanc ia l statements in the years 1999 and 200J.The Z score for the tlm·e years is f~tr 

below the acceptable level of 2.60. The Z score pred icted the company's insolvency 

accurately. 

Buffalo Springs is an associate company of KTDC with a sharcholding of 41 percent; it 

was s tarted in 1980 with an aim of running a lodge in Buffalo Springs ~ational Reserve 

in Sam buru Dis trict. The Z score for this company has deteriorated over the years and is 

well below the acceptable JeyeJ of2.60. The Z score predicted the company's insolvency 

accurately. 

1\larsabit llo tel is s ituated within Marsabit Town, it was advanced credit by KTDC in 

1980 and the Corporation confirmed that the hotel could not be able to repay the Joan . 

. , his called for the need lor a write ofT of the same from the K'l'DC's books. The score 

shows a rd attvely high figure ''hich is rare and the misclassitication nt!t:ds invt!stigation. 

Church Road D~velopmcnt Company was established in I 994 with a purpose of 

operating a hotel in Lavington arc:a o f Nairobi City. KTDC adHmced the company a loan 

in 1998 to finance its operations thus a loanee to th~ Corporation. The I score 

deteriorates over the years and is well below the acceptable levi!! of 2.60. 
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Kitui Tounst J Iotel is located at Kitui Town, the tinancial statements for 1999 could not 

be obtained from K.'J DC hence no score t<.1r that year. The Z score for the years is \\ell 

below the acct!ptable levd of2.60.Thc I score correctly predicted its insolvency. 

4 .2.2 A nalys i "t of ~on - Fa iled Co mpani es 

Altman's l-score classi tication results to nonfailed companies are depicted in table 4.3 

and the classilicntion of the companies over the years is as shown in table 4.4. 

The correct classification result for one year financial statement is relatively high at 70 

percent; two year financial stalement at 60 percent, three years financial statement 

classification result at 65 percent. The correct classification in years four and live is 70 

percent. The average accuracy rate for the five years is 67 percent. The increasing 

percentage shows the abnormality of the model in predicting nonfailed sample 

companies. 

Tab le 4.3: 'J o n - F:tilcd Co mpani es Predictio n - -- - -
Category 'J Observed Pr_Qj_). 

z, Group I < 2.675 16 .30 

Group 2 > 2.675 4 .70 
Total 20 1.00 - --zl Group I < 2.675 8 .40 

Group 2 > 2.675 12 .60 

Total 20 1.00 

z1 Group I <= 2.675 7 .35 

Group 2 > 2.675 13 .65 

I otal 20 1.00 

~ I Group I <= 2.675 6 .30 

I I Group 2 > 2.675 14 .70 
Tot.tl 20 1.00 

~ 

/..~ Group I <= 2.675 6 .30 

l I 
Group 2 > 2.675 14 .70 

Tot<~ I 20 1.00 
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Tab le -&.4: C la ssification R es ult of No nfailcd Co mpani es Ov er Th e 
\ ea rs 

Year Year I Year Year 
--

Year 
Classified ~ample Companies 1 2 3 4 5 

I ' -

1.\tombasa Beach llotc1 2.878 3.500 3 233 2.945 2.728 Co rrectly 

2 .Voi Safari Lodge 3.450 2.919 2.857 2.806 2.607 Correctly 

3 .Hi lton Hotel Ltd 8.178 7.565 7.228 8.179 8.558 Correctly 

4. Nguli a Safari Lodge 3.046 2.949 2.797 3.084 3.372 Correctly 

5. Proland Ltd 1.442 1.368 1.429 1.513 1...142 lnco rr·cctly 

6 . Bomas Of Kenya 1.436 1.216 1.317 I 1.384 1.505 lnco r..-cctly 

7. Garden Hotel Ltd 3.097 3.159 3.146 3. 142 3.4 14 Co n·ectly 

8. Sunset Hotel ltd 2.684 2.544 2.536 2.846 3.177 I ncorrcctly 

9.Hotel Big Fh·e 0.110 0. 183 0.149 0.117 0.340 Jncon ectly 

10. Golf Hotel Ltd (8.082) (6.251) (6.258) ( 10.407) (10.075) Incor-rectly 

ll. Jacaranda llote1 Ltd 9.142 10.033 9.973 8.473 8.552 Correctly 

12. Fain iew I Iotel Ltd 1.234 1.156 1.114 1.413 1.452 Inco rrectly 

13. Sosa Cottages 13.145 12.387 10.417 12.298 12.677 Corr ectly 

14. Cross Culture Craft Ltd 3.046 2.949 2.797 3.084 3.372 Correctly 

15. Metro Enterprises Ltd 2.969 2.666 2.723 2.638 2.648 Correctly 

16. Illusions Hotel Ltd 8.909 6.001 I 7.018 6.298 5.969 Correctly 

17. Mountain Lodges Ltd 3.869 3.337 3.206 3.170 3.597 Correctly 

18.lntercontinental I lotel Ltd 4.702 4.402 4.020 4.984 4.634 Correctly 

I 9. Mararal Safari Lodge 2.772 2.769 2.941 3.059 3.093 Correctly 

20. Ark Hotel Ltd 0.347 0.434 0.428 0.448 1.102 Incorrectly 

I 

Mombasa Beach llotel is a subsidiary of KTDC at a shareholding of 63%.The Z score for 

the company shows a reducing trend from year five to year one. However, the score is 

\\ell above the acceptable level of 2.60.The model therefore correctly predicted the 

solvency or the hotel. 
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Vt '~ S<1t"ari Lodge is a subsidiary of KTDC at a sharcholding or 63 percent. The z score 

has improved from year 5 to year l.The model predicted the solvency of the lodge 

c, rrectly. 

Hilton hotel is located in Nairobi City and is an associate of KTDC at 34 percent 

shareholding. The L score of this hotel is \\'ell aboYe the acceptable lt:vcl of 2.60 in all the 

years. rhe model predicted correctly the solvency of the hotel. 

Ngulia Safari Lodge is a subsidiary of KTDC at a sharcholding or 63 percent. The Z 

score tor the lodge is well above the acceptable level of 2.60.Thc modd predicted the 

solvency of the lodge correctly. 

Proland Ltd is a company that \\as registered in 1990 with an aim of operating a hotel in 

Kisumu town Kl DC advanced the company a loan in 1993 under its Rcvolving loan 

Programme lor it to finance the operations of the hotel. KTDC confim1s that the hotel is 

tinancially sound and manages its loan obligations well. The Z scon.: result of this 

company is below the acceptable levd of 2.60. The model predicted the company's 

solvency inaccur<ttely. 

Romas of Kenya was started in 1971 as a wholly O\\IH!d subsidiary company of KTDC. 

The company was cstahlishcd to preserve, maintain and promote the rich and diverse 

cultural values of various ethnic groups of Kenya and to act as a tourist attraction centre. 

The L score of this company is below the acceptable level of 2.60./ score predicted 

solvency inaccurately. Although this score predicted insolvency, KTOC confirmed that 

the company restructured its operations probably saving if from going into liquidation. 
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Carden hotel is located in ~tnchakos Town in Eastern Province. KTDC advanced the 

hotel a loan in 1997 under its Commercial Fund Programme for the hotel to finance its 

operations. KTDC conlinned that the hotel maintains its account with them well. The Z 

score of this company is well above the acceptable level of 2.60. ·1 he Z score predicted 

solvency accurately. 

Sunset I [otd Ltd is a subsidiary of KTDC at 95 percent shnrehold ing. The I score for 

this hotel has deteriorated over the five years. In years 3 and 2, the I scon; was bt!low the 

acceptable level of2.60. KTDC confirmed that in 2003, the hotel refurbished its faci li ties 

and restructured its operations probably saving it from liquidat ion. I score correctly 

predicted the solvency of the hotd. 

Hotel Big Five \\JS establ ished in 1995 to operate a hotel in Nyanza Province. KTDC 

advanced the hotel a loan in 1998 under the Re\·olving Fund Programme. From KTDC 

database, the hotel has maintained its account well and is on schedule on its loan 

repayments. 'I he I score for this hotel is well below the acceptable levd of 2.60. Z score 

predicted the solvency of the hotel incorrectly. 

Golf 1 Iotel Ltd is a subsidiary company of KTDC, with KTDC sharchold ing being at 

80%. The 7 score for this hotel is \veil below the acceptable level of 2.60. I score 

predicted the solv~::ncy of the hotel incorrectly. 

Jacaranda Hotel is a company that was advanced a loan by KTDC under its Commercial 

Fund Programme in 1994. From KTDC's records, the company has maintained its 

account with KTDC well and is repaying its loan as per the loan ugreemt.:nt. The Z score 
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for this company is abovt: the acceptable level of 2.60. Z score predicted the solwncy of 

the hote: corrc!ctly. 

Fair View llotel was advanced a loun by KTDC under its Commercial Fund Programme 

in 1990. From K I DC's records, the company has maintained its account with KTDC 

well and is repaying its loan as per the loan agreement. The I score.! for this company is 

\\ell below the acceptuble level of 2.60. Z score predicted the solvency <.>f" the hotel 

mcorrectly. 

Sosa Cottages T .td was advanced a loan by KTDC under its Commercial Fund 

Programme in 1992. From KTDC's records, the company has maintained its account with 

KTDC well and is repaying the loan as per the loan agreement. ·y he I score for this 

compan} is above the acceptable level of2.60. Z score predicted the solvency of the hotel 

C')rrectl) . 

Cross Culture Crnft advanced a loan by KTDC under its Commercial Fund Programme 

in 1993. From K JOC's records, the company has maintained its account with KTDC 

\\ell and is repaying the loan as per the loan agreement. Tht! Z sc<.>rc for this company is 

above the acccptablt: level of 2.60. Z score predicted the solvency of the hotel correctl y. 

Metro Enterprises 1s a company that was advanced a loan hy KlDC under its 

Commercial Fund Programme in 1991. KTDC confirmed that the company has 

maintained its account with KTDC well and is repaying the loan as per the Joan 

~reement. The I score for this company is above the acceptable level of 2.60. I score 

predicted the sohency of the hotel correctly. 

Illusions I To tel was advanced a loan by KTDC under its Commercial Fund Programme in 

1991. KTDC contirmcd thnt the company has maintained its account \Vith KTDC well 
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and is repaying the loan as per the loan agreement. ' I he I score for this company is abo\'c 

the acceptable le\t.:l of2.60. L score predicted the solvency of the hotel correctly. 

iounrain LoJges Ltd is an associate company of KTDC with Kl DC have a shareholding 

of 40 percent. The Z score for th1s company is above the acceptable level of2.60. Z score 

predicted the sol\cncy of the hotel correctly. 

Intercominentalllotel is an associate company of KTDC \Yith KTDC have a shareholding 

of 40 percent. The Z score for this company drastically r~.:duced in year three. This could 

be attributed to rehabilitation of the building housing this hotel done during the year. 1 he 

/ score result is well above the acceptable level of2.60. Z score predicted the soh·ency of 

the hotel correctly. 

K T"DC holds 16 percent shareholding in Maralal Safari Lodge Ltd. The I score result for 

this company has remained consistent over the years. The Z score result is well above the 

acceptable level ot"2.60. Z score predicted the solvency of the hotel correctly 

K rOC holds 6 percent shareholding in the Ark llotcl Ltd. The Z score result for this 

company has remained consistent over the years. The L score result is far below the 

al:ceptable le\'cl of2.60. L score predicted the solvency of the hotel incorrectly 

4.3 Comp a rin g Fa il ed Ve r s us No nfa il cd Co mpa ni es 

Allman's model binomial test classification resuhs of failed and nonfailed companies 

indicates the accuracy rates were significantly lower than the Allman's 95 percent 

c. a.ssification accuracy rate, using the original sample reported by Altman (1968). The 

predictive ability of the failed companies and non failed was acceptable. The ability to 
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pr~J ict !.tiled and non failed companies validates th~ general applicability of the model in 

the hotel industry in Kenya. 

~.3.1 Predictive Result One Year Prior To Fa ilu r e 

T.tble ~ .5 shows the results using dula compiled one financial statement pnor to 

bankruptcy for the failed companies and one year financial statements of nonlitikd 

compames. fhe model's classification accuracy is 77 percent of the total sample. 'J he 

measure of success of the model in classifying the firms is calculated by adding the 

c. 'rrectl) classified sample compnLICS (91-14) diviued by total number of sample 

compames (30). The typt.! I en-or, which is the prediction of fai led compames as non failed 

is J percent, while the type 11 error, when companies which arc actually nonfailed me 

predicted as failed, is much higher (20 percent). This implies that companies can be 

\Htmgl) predicted with financial problems while it is actually the opposite. Businesses, 

such as credit organi/ations, may not be willing to supply credit to these wrongly 

prcuicted compamt!s in fear of potential bankruptcy. llowever, the accuracy percentage 

oftype I and type II error~ is extremely high at 97 p~:rccnt and 80 percent n!spectivel). 

Tab le .t.S: ,\ltman 's Z-Scorc Classificati on R es ult , One \' car Prior To F:lilurc 

--
Actunl Predicted Total --

F"~•q 
-

No n Fa iled -
Failed I 10 

r 
J'on failed 6 I 14 20 
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~ · 3 . 2 P r c d i c t i v c R c ~ u I t T" o Yea n P r i o r T o F :d lu r c 

The figures displayed in table 4 .6 shows the classi1ication result of the mutlcl for 

companies using data complied two statements prior to bankruptcy. The clnssitication 

accuracy is 70 percent. ' I his re!illh is expected to be weaker than the one year prior result, 

as impending failure is more remote and the indications arc less clear. 'I he type II error is 

higher than the one year prior at 27 percent, \\hich means that there is a risk that the 

model could classify a company incorrectly. 

Ta bl e .t . 6: Altman's Z -Scorc Classification Result , Two Years Prior 
To Fa ilure 

Actual Predicted Total -
Failed Non Failed 

Fa iled 9 I 10 

:\on failed 8 12 20 

4.3.3 Z - core Long-Range Predictive Results 

The long-range pred ictive accuracy of the model shown in table •I 7 bdow depicts the 

Altman model Z-score p red ictive results. T he table i nclud~.::s the results lor years one and 

two. which was already discussed, to support the comparison o f tht: n:sults fo r the years 

L ree t 1 five. 

This analysis is important to examine the overall predictive crtecuveness of the model lor 

a longer per•od of time prior to failure, as many studies showed finns ~:xhibiting failure 

tendencies as much as ti\'c years prior to actual fai lure. In determining these results, 

tinaneial statements an;: gathered up to Jive years prior to failure. As some of the firms 
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are in exi tence for less thnn three years, the number of sampled companies is reduced. It 

is expected to sec the deteriorating results of predictive accuracy as the number of years 

to failure becomc.!s more remote. I lowever, the results achieved in this study for three to 

fi\e yea-; (71. 74, and 75 pcrccnt, rc.!spectively) are beller thnn the Altman's original 

result for three, four ;lJld five years (48, 29, and 36 percent, rcspectivdy), (Altman, 

1993:195). 

lt is also interesting to note that the results improve over the five year period. !'here 

seems to be no logical reason for this phenomenon. This could be t:onsidercd as a 

\\arning sign to the person assessing the company and would intimate further 

im estigations rna} be necessary before the score is accepted. It is therefore conclmled 

that though the Altman model is quite good in prediction of failure three to Jive years 

prior to failure, it ts equally good in first two years prior to failun.: thus validating the 

predictive ability of the model. 

Tab le 4 .7: Alfm:ln's Z-Sco r e C la ss ifi cat ion Res ult , Five Years P•· ior To 
Fai lure, 

If if ., Misses Jlcrccnt 
r-- --- -

Year N F<\ilcd Nonfai led Tota l Failed Nun failed Total Correct * -- - -- . 

1 30 9 14 23 I 6 7 77% 
2 30 9 12 21 I 8 9 70% 
3 28 7 13 20 I 7 8 71% 
4 27 6 14 20 I 6 7 74% 
5 24 4 14 18 0 6 6 75°-o 

*Total bit dh-idcd b:y total sample 
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C HAPTER FIVE: S l' \1 1\'1 AR \ , C O :'IJCL L SIO'S A ·o 
REC0 \1 i\1 EDATIO S 

5.1 ummary o f Re ul ts 

The cen•ral theme of the study was to investigate the prediction ability of Allman (196X) 

bankruptcy prediction modd in sampled companies in Kenyan hotel industry. As 

financial analysts and rt.:sl!.uchers usc bankruptcy prediction models routinely to evaluate 

the financial health of companies, testing the practical applicability of models is essential. 

Improper applicatiOn of models may lead into mistaken managerial judgments and 

misunderstanding of actual facts that ma) lead to \HOng conclusions and decisions. lt is 

important for the business society such as creditors, customers, suppliers, employees, and 

go,errunent in general to know the financial well being of companies. Early awareness of 

financial distress may help finding immediate solutions to the problems, or the partners 

may know the consequences of the problems and be aware in advance. I ailing to predtct 

bankntptcy causes damage not only for the company !~tiling but also affects all the 

creditors of the failing business as well as the economic em, ironment of a society. The 

major reason why business failure has such a major impact on the economy of a country 

is the costs associated with going bankrupt. 

·1 able 4 8 summarizl!s the results of I. -;core classitication for the livl! Yl!i.trS. The accuracy 

of the model is extrl!mdy high at 75% lor one year prior to failure and an average or 73% 

for the five years. The type I and II errors resulted in an average accuracy percentage of 

91°~ and 67% respective!) It is important that error l's accuracy is high as this is when: 

the most damage can be caused b} companies becoming insolvent. The 9% and 33% 

misclassification is critical as this means that the model could classify a company as 
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being on the right path anJ not pott:ntial insol\'ency. Anothct intc::restmg l~tct is the high 

scores 1:1 some instances, especially companies that C\'elllually liquidated. This could also 

be considered as a warning signal for the person assessing the company and would 

therefore intimate that further investigations may be necessary before the score is 

accepted. 

Tab l e 4.8: C la ss ifi ca ti on of Res ult s of Fai l ed a nd Non Fa il ed 
Compa ni es 

I Number 1 Percent Percent "if Actual Predicted 

Correct Correct Error· I failed 
Year 1 

Type I 9 90% 10% 10 Failed 9 
T~pe 2 14 70% 30% 20 ; Nonfailcd 6 
Total 23 77% 23% 30 

Year 2 
Type I 9 90% 10% 10 failed 9 

1 Type 2 12 60% 40% 20 Nonf~1iled 8 
r Total 21 70% 30% j 30 

Year3 

Type I 7 88% 12% 8 Failed 7 

~2 
13 GS% 35% 20 Non failed 7 

al 20 71% 28 
Yenr 4 --

1 1 railed Type I 6 86% 14% 6 

Tvpe 2 14 70% 30% 20 1 Nonfailed - 6 

Total 20 74% 26% 27 

Year 5 

~I 4 100% 0% 4 railed 4 -

~2 14 70%_ 30% 20 Non failed 6 
al 18 75% 25% 2tl 
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The Altman bankruptcy prediction model was de\·eloped using sample:-~ of predominantly 

manufacturing tirms during 1968. Ev~.:n though the model was developed about three 

decades ago, it still scc.:ms to be popular and applied regularly by linancinl institutions 

and other companies today to predict failure. The models' coef1icient w~L'i also developed 

using sample compani~.:s during the 1960's. but these cocnicients are continued to 

e\ aluate the financial health of companies at present. The models reliability when applied 

to current companies from hotel industries depends on the prediction ability of the model 

regardless the type of industry, time horizon and/or country. The models used to derive 

best discnminating variables using the original sample manufacturing companies. The 

pr blem is these variables may not be reliable predictors in other industries or time 

periods. As the relative importance of the variables changes over time, the coefficients 

may not be stable even if the variables included in the model were accurate predictors. 

The main concern of the study was therefore to what extent the model was appl icable to 

predict failure in the Kenyan hotel companies. Hence the primary objective of the study 

\\as to test the practical applicability of Altman's bankruptcy prediction models to 

Kenyan I lotel mdustry and in particular to hotels owned by Kenya Tourist Development 

Cl'rporation while the secondary objective was to investigate whether the models are 

US(!ful for pred1cting bankruptC) for non-manul~tcturing firms, such as those in the hotel 

industry, as they nrc for predicting bankruptcy of manufacturing lirms. 

The study attempll!d to addn:ss the objectives by employing a sample of 30 (I 0 failed and 

20 nonfailed) companit:s in the hotel industry that are owned by Kenya Tourist 

De\'elopment Corporation. Two nonfailed companies are matched to each ! ~tiled 

company by the similarity ol turnover. 
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The main reasons for focu:.ing on the companie::. in th~ hotel industry were threefold: 

• The hotel industr~ is current!~ much more dominant than manufacturing. relnth e 

to 30 ~ear, ago. 

• The indusu: is characterized by different sets of financial norms. 

• The rapid change makes bankruptcy prediction more difficult m services 

companies. 

Co nclusio n 

The res Jlts on the failure prediction ability of Altman model to the companies in the hotel 

industr) IS as discussed in chapter 4. The analysis was conducted in two steps. Firstly. the 

prediction ability of the model was tested on the total sample of failed and nonfailed 

sampled companies up to five years prior to failure and the average prediction accuracy is 

analyzed. Finally, the model was tested on an annual basis prior to bankruptcy. 

The me. n conclusions of the study according to the analysis are: 

a. Con cluding results of total failed and n onfailed companie 

• The Altman model shows average classification results of 91 percent accuracy 

rate in the failed sampled companies. This result is convincing that the Altman 

model is reasonably accurate to classtf) the failed companies correctly over the 

years. but it is still a bit \veaker than the Altman's original result (95 percent). It is 

the opinion of the researcher that the success rate is reasonably high at an average 

accurac) rate of 91 percent over 5 ) ears to bankruptcy: therefore. it validates the 
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application of the Altman model in the companies in the hotel indus~ to predict 

failure. 

• The .t er<:~e classiiication accurac~ of the Altman model to the nonfai led sampled 

companie~ i~ 67 p~ rcent. \\ htch i~ s:~mticant.~ stron= to classit) nonfat I ·d 

companies as compared to the Altman· s 96 percent accurac~ using the original 

sample. Although the model seems to predict failed companies reasonably well. 

the major problem with the model is that it's relati\'ely \\eak in predicting the 

nonfailing sampled companies correctly. It is of the opinion of the researcher that 

the moder s accuracy rate ts relatiYel~ strong at an average rate of 67 percent. 

This validates the general applicability of the Altman model in the hotel industry 

in Kenya. 

b. Concluding results on comparing failed and non failed companies on annua l basis 

• In the one year prior to failure. the Altman model was 77 percent accurate to 

classify sampled companies correctly. with type I and type II errors of 3 and 20 

percent, respectively. These:: results indicate that the Altman model is significantly 

strong to classify the sampled companies correctly as failed and nonfailcd. 

• The classification accuracy two years prior to failure is 70 percent. The results 

achJe\'ed for years three to five prior to failure are: 71 percent third year. 74 

percent fourth year and 75 percent fifth year. Although the predictive accuracy of 

the Altman model is decreasing on ~vo and three years prior to failure. the strong 

result of one year prior to failure vaJidates the predictive ability of the model 

It is generally assumed bankruptcy prediction models are useful regardless of the industry 

and time horizon. The findings reponed in the study indicate that the overall accuracy 
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rate of the Altman :node} was reduced when used on the Kenyan sample. Although the 

results are good at 91 % and 67%. the tine-tuning of Altman· s z-score model will be of 

benefit to the credit granting fratemit~. The.-e results suggest that the Altman mod I IS an 

a~~urate pred1cto:·. and consequrntl) . n is ad\ Isab!e to be use th~ moo~ m predu.;tm~ 

failure in the non-manufacturing finns. especiall~. in current Kenyan companies in the 

hospitality industry. 

5.3 Reco mm endati ons 

It is important for researchers and analysts to understand prediction models during their 

application. That is. practittonerc; should not assume that a model· s predicti\'e accuracy 

could transcend to mdustries other than those used in the development of the model. 

Models developed using firms from one set of industries may not be highly accurate in 

,redicting bankruptcies for tim1s in other industries. lbe findings discussed abo\ e 

indicated that the use of Altman's model to predict failure for companies in the hotel 

indUStf) is questionable. Hence. application of the model to Kenyan companies in the 

11tel mdustr) is not advisable. 

According to the empirical results the research study recommendations are as follows: 

• The fmc-tuning of Altman· s z-score model will be of benefit to the credit granting 

fraternity. It is critical to have a model that could operate at a 90 percent or more 

accuracy level. 

• The model is highly recommended to potential investors in companies as an 

assessment tool. The r~sults could raise certain questions about the state of a 
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corn pan) and could ultimate!~ result in an in' c tor not im esting or purchasing a 

company for a more realistic price. 

• In the imp ementat1 r. o ban.tJup.c~ pred 

imponant indicator!> of financial soundnes' of business organi~;ations. such as 

stock ratings. current legal affairs. gm·emmem policies, and economic 

en\"ironment. are recommended. 

• It is recommended that the practical applicability of Altman· s I score bankruptcy 

prediction model should be checked after some period of time as the economy 

changes. Therefore. the identification of reliable models will help analysts to 

predict financial distress precisely. 

5.4 Limitations Of The Research Study 

The purpose of thts section is to suggest some problems that were not adequate!~ covered 

in this study. The study deliberately excluded some important data because the 

availability of financial statements was insufficient to address the issues on hand for the 

failed companies. The data collection was more of a problem in this study. 

5.5 Areas For Further Research 

Toe study tried to strengthen the position of existing work in bankruptcy prediction. 

particularly based on the Altman model. A number of rcsedfch areas could be pro\'ided 

from the practical application of bankruptcy prediction models. Presented below are fe,, 

sug~estions researchers might extend this research in se\'eral directions. - -
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a) Testing the application of other models to the t1rms in the database de\ eloped in 

this study \\Ould be a useful extension. 

b) Developing ne\\ bankruptcy prediction models using compames m the hotel 

industr~. 

c) I esting the application of Altman model m the manufacturing and retailing 

companies in Kenya. 

d) Researchers should also in\'estigate development of bankruptc) prediction models 

using different statistical methodology other than multivariate discriminant 

analysis, such as artificial neural networks (A?\'":\s). legit or probit analysis. to 

compare and select the most efficient model. 
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APPEXDIX .-\. 

Group 1 -Liqu idated Companies. ( ource: 0" n) 

1 l\1eru I\1u!ika _ odge L -d 
2 African Tour~ ~ ~1otels Ltd 
3 Solar Hotel Ltd 
4 Buffalo Springs Ltd 
5 Milimani Hotel . l\1eru. 
6 Marsabit Hotel Ltd 
7 Mt.Elgon Lodge Ltd 
8 Church Road Development Co. Ltd. 
9 Kitui Tourist Hotel Ltd. 

10 Kabamet Hotel Ltd 

Group 2- Healthy Companies. (Source: 0" n) 

1 Mombasa Beach Hotel Ltd 
2 Voi Safari Lodge Ltd 
3 Ngulia Safari Lodge 
4 Hilton Hotel Ltd 
5 Intercontinental Hotel Ltd 
6 Bomas of Kenya Ltd 
7 Garden Hotel Co. Ltd, Machakos. 
8 Sunset Hotel Ltd 
9 Hotel Big Five Ltd. 

10 GolfHotel Ltd 
11 Jacaranda Hotel Ltd, ~1ombasa. 
12 FarmYiew Hotel Ltd. 
13 Sosa Cottages Ltd. 
1~ Cross Culture Craft Ltd. 
15 Metro Enterprises Ltd. 
16 Illusions Hotel Ltd. 
17 Mountain Lodges Ltd 
18 Proland Ltd 
19 Maralal Safari Lodge Ltd 
20 Ark Hotel Ltd. 



.~1'1'1 ,'<Il l \. B. lifNANCL-I.L lNFOIU\1ATION 
~~.:: 'Jun fuilt:d sampled companies 
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2003 

-

NF2 NF3 
2003 2003 

NF4 NF 5 
2003 2003 

NF6 NF7 NFS NF9 NF10 
2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 
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:.:.I lie.'-----'- ·------'~,_.'.:c"..::~_-·.:c'_l_~l_) .~../ ______ ,,._u..:J-:'=7~!='='~==~1::~-~·,I~d\~. :~~·;~;ti=/~ __ ..;.~c:_6c:,S"-·;=c2·cc''cc-;oc:; -'-'----::::'="=· ·';:-':;ii::.O::"::·'::_I==~=· 1'-'.·.o.'>··'-.!' ;~· l~o::2..J...,__==''';."e;·'':::-' ... '..c.~:c·1:..:1 .L __ .,:?I~) ~·:..:; J:_. 23'~~-~ r- ·].1_ ; 't,_ J .,,-; / ·~ '-" - I 



APPE:i\lll '- B: FINANCIAL INFORMATION I 
~ t\'o u failed .sampled companies continued 

~· 
1--

NF ll 

2003 

NFl2 
2003 

NF 13 NF 15 

2003 2003 2003 

i\"Fl6 i\'F 17 i\'F 18 NF19 NF20 

2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 

1--
Curront --">o ,:_cL>o:>·-'-. ----l---=2~64c, . .:_9:_:7S~·.':.0~00"-+-----'1'-'20:3"',1~5~0:,:.0~0::0+---:-=5:.:..8::6~9:.:..4:::0::0~----,c6~0:.:.,2:::4:-:9:..:,0~8~6~---:::6::2o.:,2::0::0:_c.l::6::0~--:.=:3.ci,'::5.::4?6,'C2c:,7.:.1+--:.::5.:.1,:.::5;:3:;.8,":2'=9.::.5+--~4:'9:.:.·::;-·4:;9:".0::-\~5:-+---~'-;.77';,.::39.;-2:",.::oo:;.o~---...:6::8:.:.,0:::4::2"',7:=4::5:-i 
Total Assds: 2.361,158,000 2,197,424,000 10,869,400 147,465,744 221.748.248 184,765,0!3 133,553,224 134,749,302 557,014,000 73,122,638 

Cu1Tont I iabdiucs: 49.020.000 20,208,000 7,353,000 26,307,793 11,033,269 17,663,583 15,330,470 19,119,855 364,582,000 21,860,548 

Total Lub •liuc-::·s~: _ __ -J. ___ ~16::,2::,.)::.4:c0:.:,.0-::0;::0'-+---~1.:_3?.::-·~0:::8.::.9.~0:::0.::.0+--"2~4i:,3~8'-'1~,0~0~0+--.....c4~7",9~0:.::2i:,8~0~4+-~1:.:::3.::.9:.:::.2:..:1:.:::S~,-1:.:.9.::.9+ __ 9::,1~,9.::.4~9:., • .::.67:..:2'4---·"-,7:.:.,.::.6~.::.-~:.:.-·.::.17:,:0'-+ _ __ -1:.:.3...:.7:..:0:.:.8.;.:,5:_4:.:.2+----,4-"3'-4'-',8::..:..14:..,0:::0:.:0'-t----:=5:.:.0::..,4:..:1:.:::9_,;,9:.:2:.:::8-1 
97·1. ?8 !,000 2-H.~93,000 9,856,000 30.752,606 IO-t,.)0:1 5,801,84 i 27,640,605 1 ... 98 7,092 (140,4~4,000) (46,003,852) 

~- 243.220.000 156,760,000 32,859,320 94,439,987 137,565,045 ?01,647,680 49,989,152 75,555,588 313,523,000 3,380,245 

~ -- 168,157,000 108,748,000 25,?23,550 26,396,792 !2,388,697 (22,128,110) 2,057,061 1.025,003 22,719,000 548,965 

Book valuc_c'!.~'r'...!EO''':!!'''!.'m~v--+---"2"-.1:.'9:080.'·6~l:..:S0.',0;::0~0~---~89~,.:_5~67~ • .:_5~00"-+ _ __:5.:_5,_:,2,::0~0,::.0~0~0+--...?.9.:_9.:::5~6.=2:::.9::.3::_9+--:.:::82::.,:::5.::2.::.9,,_:7~8::_5+--'9~2:,:,8~1:.;5~,3::4c;1'-+--'-'12::.:9~.~1 Oo:4~,6~00~f----.:.9_:l,::.0:::4::.0.:e. 7~6~0+ ___ _.:;12:;2,.,2;::0~0:.:.,0:::0~0~ ___ ..,:3~31.:, 5:::5:::9"',3~8~0~ 

YEAR 2 

~---------+-----------+-----------~--------+----------4----------+---------+---------~----------~-----------4------------1 
Cunenl ,\,~'''-:,t't:os·'----+---....:::22::5:.:_, '::-3:;1~,3='0"0~----'1:::0::4,~6::_7"'7,c::5~o~o+_.....c4'!.:,9~8~8'!.:,9::9~0+ __ __:5-.=1,.:,2::1..:1.!..', 7_:2..:3+ __ ..:5.=2,::.B:;7:::0,.:.1::;3~6+--2:::6~.~81;::4"',;:33~0~--_::43~,::B0~7:_,,.:_55::,1=-t--_:4e:;1:c,9o:4~6:.:.,6:::6:::3+---~1.::50:::,.c:_7.::83:o,'=20::::0~----5.::.7c,_,8::::3:::6~,3:::3::,3~ 
~Set;;'- 2,479,215,900 2,307,295,200 11,412,870 154,839,031 232,835,660 194,003,264 140,230,885 141,486,767 584,864,700 76,778,770 

~l'~"~~~~~~~~~~.~e.::s:'-----~----~3~8~,2:.:::3.::.5~,6:.:.00"'4--------1~5~,7~6~2"',2~4~0'-t----5~,::.7.::35~,~3~40~------=20~,.::5:::20~,.::07~9'-t-----'8~,.::60=5~,.::95:::0'-+----~1:.:::3~,7~7~7.!:,5~9.::5+----~1~1"',9~5~7~,7~6~7+----~1~4,~9~1.::3,~4=8~71--------2=8:..4:c,3~7~3"',9~6~0~------~1~7~,o,5~1~,2~2::.7~ 
Tut<d [;,d;il,'.'.'"::.:·>e:.··----+---=15.::.1::.:,.:;1o::::'2::.:•:::20:::0'-+ ___ .;:1:.:2:.:2,::,,8~4:.:2,:,.7.:.7.::.0+--'2:.,:2~,6::.:7~4:c,3:::3:::0+--_:4::4:,;,5::4~9:,:,6~0:.:.8+--'1:;2::9,:,4"7.::3.!..',2:::0::4+--.::85:o,.:_5.:;13:o,c::19.::.5::..f---=-35:o,:.:::Oc::19:o,:.:::3.::03~--_;4:::0::,.6::::4:::8::,,9.::44::::.+----~4~0.:.:4,~3::.7~7,:,::0.::20~----=46::::,.::.89:::0::::,.::53.::.3'-l 
~ncJ ""''.'."'.'.'"'="~''-: --.J-.--~8':::-8~.,::56::::3~,~85:::0~ ___ _;,7_;:1:.::5,:.2.:.7:.:::3"',3~0~0+_...,::8:.:.,3::.:7..:.7:.,:.6:::0~0~--~2~6'!.:,1:.;3:=9'!.:,7~8:::3+---:-::-'60:4~91.:, 7..:.1::;4+---:4::,.:=,9.:_3::,2.::4c:;15~ __ _.::2::3,::4:.::9::4,:.::5c::1·::,l+---2=1~, =23:::9::,.:::,02;::8~---~(1:.,:1;:,9'.::,4:.:1::1'.::,4.::00?)!.J----.l(.::39:o,c::10~3~,=Z7~4:tj) 
~ 189,711,600 122,272,800 25,630,270 73,663,190 107,300,735 157,285,190 38,991,539 58,933,359 244,547,940 2,636,591 

EBlT 131,162,460 84,823,440 19,674,369 20,589,498 9,663,184 (17,259,926) 1,604,508 799,502 17,720,820 428,193 

~·~"~ •>i'Fuuny 2,308,548,900 94,045,875 57,960,000 104,541,086 86,656,274 97,456,108 135,559,830 95,592,798 128,310,000 35,237,349 

1---

~ 
~·~~~'--------+-----~21~7~·~34~8~,~20~5'-t------~1~0~1~,0~1~3~,7~8~8-r----4~,8~1~4~'·3:..7~5'-t------4~9~,4~1=9~,3~1~3'-t----~5=1~,0~1=9~,6~8~1'-\-----~2.::5~,8~7.::5~,8~2.::94-------'4~2!:,2~7~4~,2:.:::8:.:6-r----~40~,~4~78~,~5.::30~------~1~4:.:5~,5:::0:.:5~,7=8:.:81-------.::5:o5•:.:::8~12~,.::.06~2~ 
Total Asscb 2,392,443,344 2,226,539,868 11,013,420 149,419,665 224,686,412 187,213,149 135,322,80•1 136,534,730 564,394,436 74,091,513 

Cl!nent l.!<~blli ~~~c~·>e:, .. __ -+ ___ _.::.36~,.::.89.::7C!.,.::35.::.4~------'1:.:::5~,2:.:1::::0.;.:,5:::6:.:.2+--'5", .::53:::4::<,::::60.::.3::.j. ___ 1::9::,,8::::0.::.l:.c,8~7:.:6::.j.--__:8::c,.::30:::4::<,~74:::2'=+--..:1:.:::3.!..',2::9.::5:,;,3:.:_7:.:::9+---'1:.:1:.::•5::.:3:.::9.;.:,2:::4:.::5+---=1:::4,~3.::9c::1·:.::5:.:1.::5+----'2:.;7:.:4:.::.4:.:.2:::0:,:,8:.:_7..:1-r----'1::06,::4:::54::,.~4=:34~ 
T uta! I '"bo:•l:::ll.:;lc:.:·sc ____ t----1:.4:.:5::.;,8:.;7..,:1::.:,5:.;2~3~---~1.::.18"',~5~43.:.;,~2~73':-t---=2:.:1.<.:,8~8=0~, 7~2=8+--~4=2:.:,9c:9:.:0.<.:,3-=:7~1-r---=1~2:.:4.<.:,9:-:4..:1.<.:,6:-:4..:2-r--8=2:::·.::5.::.20~,.::.2:::33==-+--_::33~,"-7.::93:::,c:6.::32~---3~9:.:.,2.::.2:::6~, 1.::.-3:::1'-t-----=3~90~·:::2.:.23~,=-8~24'-+---...:4:.:5::;,2:::4::9:.c,3~6::4:...J 
~·l ~l~"~'~"'~":.:~.::s'-:----f-----~79:_9::.:·.::.56:::4~,.:.11.::.5'-\-------:.:6:.:9..:0:.:,2:.:3.::8~,7:.:3.::5-r __ __:8;c,0:.;8:..4:..,3:.;84~t------'2:.,:5:..,2.::.2:::4~,8:::9:.:1'-\--------6=2:::6::.:,9:::7..:4~----__:4,:,,7.::5:.::9,:,.7.::8.::.0-r----~2:.:::2:.:,6:.:7..:2:.:,2:.:::0.::6-r----......:20:::,,:::4.::95:o,.:.6.::.6.::.2f-------~(1:;1:.:::5:.:,2:.:::3:.:2,::,.0~0.:;1)4-----~(~37~,:_:73::42,~66~0:!j) 
~-- 183,071,694 117,993,252 24,733,210 71,084,978 103,545,209 151,780,209 37,626,835 56,870,691 235,988,762 2,544,310 

~- 126,571,774 81,854.620 18,985,766 19,868,865 9,324,972 (16,655,828) 1,548,350 771,520 17,100,591 413,206 

Book value :2' ,_f·.:::'"~.:'"::.'t,_,y __ ~-~2::.;, 2:.:2:.:7~,7..:4:.:9::.;, 6:.::8:.:9+ ___ _::90:::•c;.7::.54-"':::2::.69=--t---=5.::5<:,9:.:3:.:1,_,4:.:0.::0+---'1:.:::0:.:.0:.:,8:.:::B:.:2~, 1:..:4=8~--=8:.:3.!:,6::2:.:3::.;,3:.:0:.:5+ __ .::.94,:,•.::.0..:.45~·:.:1:::44:-':f--~1.::30~,=8.::.1~5,:::2.::36'-+--~9::.:2:c,2:::4:.:7:.,:,0:::5~0+----=1.::.23::<•.::.81::9::, • .:;15::0'-+---~3:c4'!C,0~0::'4,e:,O:c4_:2-l 

i---
YEAR4 

1---
~~'"'.?.: 246,429,540 !14,529,500 5,458,542 56,031,650 57,846,149 29,338,032 ·11,930,614 45,894,584 164,974,560 63,279,753 

~cts, ·-c-------t----~~~.5~3~4~,7~5~2~,7~0~0'-t----~1,~4~2~8,~3~2~5,~6~0~0i-__ _;7~,0~6~5~,~~1~0'-\-----~9~5~, 8~5~2~,7~3~4'-t----1:.4~4~,1:.:3~6~,3~6~!'-\---~1=2~0,~0.:.9~7,~2.::5.::81-----~8.::.6•,::,8.::0.::.9,:,::5.::.9=64-----~8~7~,):::·8~7~,0=4~6~-------=3.::.62~ . .:_0.::.59:_,.c:;10:::0~------~4~7-",5~2~9~,7~1~5~ 
Currcm [ •allllllics: 26,961,000 11,114,400 4,044,150 14,469,286 6,068,298 9,714,97! 8,431,759 10,51 5,920 200,520,100 12,023,30 l 

Total Li,b.C!d~n!::'"=''-----j.----:1::7.::0,c:.6.::67.:c . .:.O=OO"'f---.;:'3:'8?-,6':'9;.:3:-c,4.:.:5:.:0+--"2:::5:,:.6!::0~0i:,0~5~0+---'5~0:.:..2::.:9:,:7...:,9:::4.:C4+ _ _:..14:::6~,!.17:_:9:.,:.4e:;2~4+----'9~6l.:,5::'4~7,_,,1~5~6+-'-3:_:9~.):.:·3,_,7l.:,9'::2~9+--...:4'::'5~,8"'9::.32,9~6::,9+---;::;4)~·6:.:.):.:·5~41.:,7~0~0-J-__ __.;5~2'-',9~40~.~9?~-4:_j 
RetaineJ Lu n'::".:::~.::."-----t---'9;.;0~6":,5::4;:6~,3;.:3~0+----'7~8?;"_'':5';'93;;',~1.;:40:;-J-~~9~, l;:6;:6"',0;:'8':0+---'2~8~,5~9::9":,9:;9::8+---::::~7;-'l:':0-'::,8:':6:0:3+--:-~~:.:.··.::.39:::6::<•~64:::2=-t---=25;:,·:.7.::.05~.:_7:::630-+--~2::.:3~,2::3::7c,..9:.:9~6:..j.---..O(c:l3.::.0~,~6):::·o~.!.l2~0'.1)f-----'(t:·l'=2'-'.7~8::_3,.:=,5~8.=2)l.j 
~ 133,771,000 86,2 18,000 18,072,626 51,94!,993 75,660,775 110,906,224 27,494,034 41,555,573 172,437,650 1,859, 135 

~ _ ---'.----t--~~9~?.~4=S6~·~35~0~---~5=9~,8=1=1~;4::0::0+-~I::J~,s=7~2,~9~53~--~'.::"~· 5~1~8~,2.::36~f--~6~,8:;l.::3~,7~8~3+--~(~1~2,~1"'70::::.:::46~1~)+--~..:''-'·1..:3..:1,~3.::84~---~5.-:.6o~··:.7~52~----~~2~, 4,_,9.:_5~,4::.50~----::.30~J.~93~1~ 
Book"''"" ,, Jl·:::ct~:'"::.it,_,v __ j-----=?",0::4~4~,7~1:::4~,7"4:.:::0+ ____ s"'3:.:.·::29:..7:.., . .::.77:c5'-t_...:.:::5:.1,:.3~3:.:::6i:,o~o~o+---=9::.2~,5:.c9.::3.~5:.c3=.3+--:.7:::6,.:.7::.52::,.:.7:::00~---"8~6l.:,3'...'I:o8'!:,?~6'-'7+--"'12:;0<c.0:::6'-'7:,;.2:_7'-"8Cf--~8~4.c:6~6!..7 . .;:9~0!..7+-___ _o_lle:;J~.6~4'."6~.o~o~o'+ ___ ,::3~1 .~2~J0~.~2!:23~ 
I-
YEAR 5 

~-~-------~---~~~+----~~~+--~~~---~~~+--~~~+--~~~+-~~~4-----~~~------~~~------------~ 
CLir!Cnt .\ssc"'·t.::.s·,._ ----t---;-;:.28:'8;-'',:;32:"2:",~56':"2:-f--~~1~3:':3-",9:.;9.:;9.::.5;-:1:;:5+--'o"'·:::',s::.0·6,,4:-· 9C:4'+ __ __:6;.:5c:,);:'5::7~,0,::3:;0+--:-~6:;;7:.:, 6;:7=9",9".:97.4+--30:40', ~3"C:'~::.-·;49::.7~----'~::·6::..~07~8~,~S'-:I9Cf---::5:e3.:::6::.96C',C:6~63~-----:l:.:9e:32C·0:::2~0'!.:.1::3:::5~---..'.7::!-1,C,0C::J'.!.7.:.:.3C,~l-'1_ 
~.:~c~bc~~~-----r----:ci.~2~7'~J.~8~4-12.~7~-1~1l-____ _:1~.1.:.:S~5~.o~·!~0~,2~~~8~--~)~··~86~··~1.~0·~1~i+------7~9~,~5)~-7~.~76~·9~----~ll~9~.6~3~3~,~18~0~----~99~.~6~80~.~7~2574 ____ _:.:72::.70~5~1,79674~----_.!_7~2.~6~9~7.~2~4~8i--------'3~0~0~,~~-0~9~.1~))~· 3Cf-------:=3~9~.4~4~9~.6~6~3~ 
~~dJ~d~"~'"~·,~·: ____ -t------~2~1~.3~7~7~.6~·~~,o~------~~9~.1~2~4~.9~5~2i-__ ~3~.3~5~6~.6~-~~5-'t----~~~2~.o~o~9~,5~o~s-r---:~5~,o=3~6~.6=8~7+----:::s~.o~6::.3~,4~?~6~----~o~.9~9~8:,;.J~6~0+----~s:.:.·~72~8:c·-~'1~4~------~'~6:::6~,":::3~1~.6~8::.3+------...?.92, 9'.!.7~92, 3~4~o~ 
~~"~ ll c"'s: ___ --j---~'.;.4~1..::6:;:53;.'.~6.::.1 0~----:':.;'.;;5'-:, l':J~5";.5.;::6-;-Ii-_--'2':1:", ':;-";:8:", 0:;.4:.:2=-+ __ _:4'::1:':, 7::4:,:7:". 

0~9::;"+--'~2:.:1",3:;2~8i:,9:.:2:.::2+--S~0:.,"'13::4:_c13:_:9~---'3::1::.,S:..1~6o;.4~8C!' '+---3;::8~,0~9::.1C!.• '.::.99:..4'-+-----=3:_:7,.::8,;:.9::'4~0:,:. 4~0'.!.1-f-___ _:1·1,::3.::.9'."4.':'0.:.'. 9~6~7~ 
Ret:J.ined Fam mt(S 75J_-t33.-J54 649,552,306 7.007.8-16 13,737.998 59U.OI6 -l-f79.'l3 21.335.783 19,287.536 (108 -139,600) {.)5,510.373) 

Sales: lli.O'HJ,930 71.560.9-tO 15.1J0(r'>:SO •13. 11 l.S5,1 Q7_79S...J.43 9~.051.166 "'2.320,0·18 3.:1 -!91.12o J-0,1:?J.'l51) 1.5-l3.U82 

EBI1__ 7n.76.3,671 49.6-IJ,.u;~ 11.514,55! 12_050.136 :5,(i55,·l40 tlO.iOI.-HCJ tJ390-H~ .J(,/.91+ llJ . .37 /,)2-J 150.603 

Got~~ .: I' :l.!<cil!_:I'. __ L,. _ _:.;C:;':,:9~7~. l._:l.::.;c:'~l.::-I...L ___ _:u'-'9:.:.. :,:13:_-..:.'· '-'/ :::::.;:....L __ "::.~:o·:.:.~l"')'::.o~-.::.J,~·:•~j .1._ ___ ~._:·6:.:.. 8~~:::· 'C:·':O:'·:::U:_.!_ __ _'"0:3:.:.. 7:,:1~'":.:.~C:.J'.'!~/!__ _ _:_-!._I .!:'.".}:'..:'!...'!../ <<,:i2:_.L_ j __ :o,!9!...·'~'·:'.:'.J::_·. 0~·',::' II_L ___ -.'.'()·:.::'C:.~:t,4_c'.'.'6::'.3j_ ___ _:''~4':_. e:''"'6'-'. lc,;S.'.'fJ:..J/:..._ __ -'.~-::.'.::'':;:0-!...I:!.·I~J:i.::_j< 7 



A I' I '~;:.. 1>1'\ C : L SCORE CALCULATION 

~~!'-- Non F:n e ompames 
NFl NF, }lf3 NF-l l\'F5 NF6 NTI NF8 NF9 NF10 

·1 d C 

- --

Yi'.\l< I -
0 091 0.047 -0.136 0.230 0.231 0.075 0.271 0.224 -0.336 -1.802 ~ 

X, 0.413 0.383 0.907 0.209 0.003 0.031 0.207 0.185 -0.252 -4.784 _;___ 

2i__ 0.071 O.Q-19 ~.3:21 0.179 0.05o -0.120 0.015 0.008 0.041 0.008 
x_, 1.353 0.678 2 26-l 2.07R 0.593 1.009 3A29 2.083 0.28! 0.666 -
X; 0.103 0.071 3.023 0.640 0.620 1.091 0.374 0.561 0.563 0.352 

!:_.___ 1.837 l.23-l 13.145 3.046 JA-12 JA36 3.097 2.36-l 0.110 -8 .082 

:TI~\ ll ~ 
-

rS- 0.091 0 039 -0 065 0.198 0.267 0.067 0.217 0.191 -0 228 -1307 -x, 0.413 0 310 0.734 0.169 -0.036 0 025 0.168 0.150 -0 2l1-l -3.873 r----:-- -
X; 0071 0 049 2.321 0.179 0.056 -0.120 0 015 0.008 0.041 0.008 ex 1.353 0.766 2.556 2.347 0.448 U40 3 871 2.352 0.317 0.751 r+-

0.103 0.053 2.2-16 0.476 0.645 0 811 0.278 0.-l 17 OA18 0 261 X; 
-

P- 1.837 1.156 12.387 2.949 1.368 1.216 3.159 2.292 0.183 -6.251 

f---
~-' 
~ 0.091 0.039 (0 065) 0.198 0.075 0.067 o.n1 0.191 (0.228) (I 307) 
X, 0 .j 13 0.310 0.734 0.169 0.031 0.015 0168 0.150 (0.204) (3 873) 
~ -

:..2.- 0.071 0.037 1.72-l 0.133 (0.122) (0.089) 0.011 0.006 0.030 0.006 
X 1.353 0.766 2.3-!9 2.3-!7 1009 ]_ 140 3.871 2.352 0.317 0.751 ~ -
X; 0.103 0.053 2 246 0.476 1.091 0.811 0 278 0_4 17 0418 0.261 rz- -

r2-- 1.837 l.ll-i 10.293 2.797 1.429 1.317 3.1-!6 2.286 0.!49 (6.258) 

1-----

~ 
~ (0 384) 0.072 0.200 0.43-l 0.145 0.163 0.455 0.404 (0.098) (1249) 
X, 1.435 0.548 1.::!97 0.298 -=----- 0 031 0.045 0 296 0.265 (0.361) (6 845) 
x, 0.015 0.042 1.96-l 0.1:51 (0.112) (0.101) 0.013 0.006 O.D35 0.007 -- --
X, 0.437 0.601 2.005 1.8-\1 1.009 0.894 3.037 1 845 0.249 0.590 r---
X- 0.14:5 0.060 2.558 0 542 1.091 0.913 0.317 0.474 0.476 0.297 ' 
~-- 2.006 JA13 12.298 3.084 1.513 1.384 3.142 2A59 0.117 ( 10.-!07) 

--
YE.\R 5 

x, (0.38-l) 0.105 0.517 0.673 
.-'------- 0.231 0.263 0.681 0.619 0.088 (0.972) 
:X, 1.435 0.5-18 1.297 0.298 1----"---- 0003 0.045 0.296 0.265 (0.36 1) (6.845) 

~ 0.015 0.042 1.964 0151 0.056 (0. 101) O.Ll\3 0.006 0.035 0.007 -
X, 0.437 0.601 ::!.005 1.841 0.593 0.894 3.037 1.845 0.2-!9 0.590 r----
X; 0.145 0.060 2.558 0.542 0.620 0.923 0.317 0.-!7-l 0.-!76 0.297 1--'--- - - -z, 2.006 1.452 12.677 3.372 lA42 1.505 3.H-l 2.716 0.340 (l0.075) - -



.I 1'1'1 'dlL'\ C: Z SCORE CALCULATION 

c;,ou~!: "on Failetl Companies contin ue 

~ -- NFI! Nfi2 NFL> Nl'l-l NFI5 NT-16 NFI7 NT-18 NFI9 NF20 

r"" I 0.091 0.047 ~0.136 0.230 0.231 0.075 0.271 0.224 -0.336 0.631 

. 0.413 0 383 0.907 0.209 0.003 0.031 0.207 0.185 -0.252 -0 629 

I·'• 0.071 0.049 2.321 0. I 79 0.056 -0 120 0.015 0.008 0.0-l I ooos 

d 

-
'(, 13.527 0.678 2.16-i 2.078 0.593 1.009 34'29 2.083 0.281 O.o66 

X 0.103 0.071 3.023 0.640 0 6201 1.091 0.374 0.561 0.363 OtH6 
- 3.046 l.4-t2 1.436 3.097 2_364 0.110 0.347 6 9.1~2 1.234 13.1-15 

-

~\p> ~-::_-
0.067 0.227 0.191 -0.228 0.531 X 0.075 0.039 -0.065 0.193 0.190 

f:;:- -
0.150 -0.20-1 ·' 0.334 0 310 0.734 0.169 0.003 0.025 0.168 -0.509 

r--'-
0.071 X, 0.049 2.321 0.179 0.056 -0.120 0.015 0.008 0.04 I 0.008 

-
X_ 15.272 0.766 2.356 2.347 0.669 1.1-10 3.S71 2.352 0.317 0 751 

- -
.::.., 0.077 0.053 2.2-16 0.476 0.461 0.811 0.278 0.417 0.418 0.034 

-
7., 10.033 1.156 12.387 2.9-19 1.279 1.216 3.159 2.292 0.183 tlA3-l 

--

r- -
'\ L.\ I~ J 
;,,. 0.075 0.039 (0065) 0.198 0. !90 0.067 0.227 0.191 (0.228) 0.531 
-
X 0.334 0.310 0.734 0.169 0.003 0.025 0.168 0.150 (0.204) (0.509) 
--x. 0.053 0.037 1.72-l 0.133 0.04'.! (0089) 0.011 0.006 0.030 0.006 

c-- -
v 15.272 0.766 2.556 2.347 0.669 1.1-lO 3.871 "2.352 0.317 0.751 .. , 

-
X, 0.077 0.053 2.246 0 476 0 461 0.811 0.278 0.417 0.41 s 0.034 
f:-'- -

9.973 Lll-1 10..117 2.797 1.231 1.317 3.1-16 2.286 0.149 OA28 !:J_ _ 

-
Yl•. \It~ 

X 0 1-13 007 0.20 043 0.36 0.16 0 46 0.-10 (0.10) LOS 
-
X, 0.591 0.55 1.30 0.30 0 00 0.04 0.30 0.27 (0 36j (0.90) 

r--=-
~ 

0.060 0 04 196 0.15 0.05 (0.10) 0 01 0.01 0.03 0.01 
-- -

~ 
11.981 0.60 2.01 1.84 0.53 0.89 3.04 1.84 0.25 0.59 

·-
\: 0.087 0.06 1.56 0.54 0.51 0.92 0.32 0.47 048 ON 
-
~ - 8.473 l.-11 11.30 3.08 1A3 1.38 3 . 1~ U 6 0.12 0.-15 

1--
\ I• .\H 5 r--- -
:<I 0.:209 0.11 0.52 0.67 0.52 0.26 0.68 0.62 0.09 1.6c 
r----

0.35 x, 0.591 1.30 0.30 0.00 0.04 0.30 0.27 (0.36) (0.90) 
1-; 

0.060 0.04 1.96 0.15 0.05 (0 10) 0.01 0.01 .\., 0.03 0.01 
- -

~ 
11.981 0.60 1.01 1.84 0.53 0.89 3.04 1.8-1 0.25 0.59 

-
() 087 0.06 2.56 0.5-1 0.52 0.92 0 "~ 0.47 04g 0.0-1 

r-'--
J_ 

'l2. 8.552 us 12.68 3.37 1.63 1.50 3..11 2.72 0.3-l l.lU 


